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In this issue we start our world- wind
tour with ‘Serendipity in Japan’s
Northlands’ before heading to historic

Wuzhen China, ‘The Venice of the East’. While
still in Asia, we partake in some of the best
Festivals it has to offer. Heading to warmer
climes, we venture to experience the ‘Sights
and Bites’ in Hanoi, Vietnam. Capping off our
Asian leg we head to Bali and the magnificent
area of Ubud, Indonesia.

Next, we jet off to Africa and discover the many
fabulous wonders of ‘Eternal Ethiopia’. Not far
away we take a cruise down the mighty Nile
River and discover the ancient sites of the
Pharaohs. At the other end of the continent, we
visit the ‘Four Rivers Route of Namibia’ and its
plentiful wildlife. Close by we visit South Africa
and learn of this nation’s struggles through the
life of Nelson Mandela.

In Europe, the stark contrasts are felt as we
travel from the far north to the south. Starting
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in the arctic, we visit Norway and Finland and
live the life of the hardy locals. In Germany, we
watch the incredible ‘Passion Play’ which is
produced only once per decade. In the emer-
ald isle we head to ‘Ireland’s Ancient East
Coast’ and watch as it ‘Comes to Life’. In the
Iberian Peninsula, we head to Portugal’s capi-
tal to find ‘The Allure of Lisbon’. Finally, in
Madrid we feast on one of the country’s best
known foods, their delectable Iberian ham.

Next up, is a tour of the new world. Starting in
the deep south of the USA we find some ‘Gulf
Coast Fun’ in Mobile, Alabama, before getting
some rest and relaxation in ‘Beautiful Tampa
Bay’. Refreshed and ready to go, we find our-
selves biking and hiking through the best
Guatemala has to offer. Finally, we end our
world adventure tour in Panama with great
food and wonderful activities.

Happy travels!

Welcome to World Traveler
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E t e r n a l  E t h i o p i a

Ethiopia has been on my bucket list for
as long as I can remember. Twelve
African countries later, it was finally

time. As I would find out, it has a lot of simi-
larities to other African countries with the
abundance of wildlife, indigenous culture and
stunning landscapes. But what makes it stand
out is that the country can trace its long-
recorded history back millennia. 

On this trip we would visit the capital of Addis
and the northern region to discover the major
sites in Bahar Dar, Gondar, Axum and lastly,
wonderful Lalibela.

Addis Ababa

As it is the diplomatic capital headquarters of
the African Union, Addis is a very important
place in Africa. We started our day by visiting
the Entoto panoramic view of the city, where it’s
magnificence was amplified by the contrast of
its proximity to the countryside. This was clear-
ly demonstrated by the many farmers with their
donkeys collecting firewood from the forest.  

The city is filled with artifacts and buildings
that reflect its true age. We visited the Holy
Trinity Cathedral Church, a beautifully deco-
rated building and we arrived just as a mass
was in progress. The priest and parishioners
welcomed us and we were able to move
around freely, taking pictures and enjoying this
very unique experience. The building is also
home to the remains of Haile Selassie, the
long-time influential president of the country,
who had also commissioned the building of
the church. 

More celebrated remains await at the national
museum, where we would find the bones of
the world famous ‘Lucy’ that date back mil-
lions of years. Seeing it was very moving, as
she had walked this land when the world was
new.

Continuing our tour, we would visit Ethiopia's
first hotel built in 1898, the Taitu. We were
treated to some of the best coffee we have
ever tasted. Before we got to drink it, we were
treated to a wonderful coffee ceremony where
the raw beans were roasted on a charcoal and

then brewed to perfection. You really cannot
get fresher tasting coffee. 

Bahar Dar

In Bahar Dar we would take a boat onto Lake
Tana (Africa’s second largest lake) to visit an
island monastery. Along the way we passed a
fisherman in a primitive looking canoe made
of reeds with his catch, a humongous catfish. 

Also in this lake, and very close to town, was
something unimaginable and very dangerous.
There was a large family of wild hippos that
would occasionally surface to get some air
then going back under water to graze on the
aqua vegetation. They don’t look it, but hippos
kill many more people than most African
predators!

On the island, we would hike to visit the 14th
century monasteries of Azwa Maryam. What a
site this was, and we felt like we were trans-
ported centuries back to a simpler time. This
Orthodox Church was completly and vibrantly
painted from top to bottom with religious sto-
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ries from the bible. Truly a work of art on its
own.

Later that afternoon, we would take another
boat to visit the majestic Blue Nile Falls. This
fall has been dammed to create hydroelectric-
ity, and our hilarious guide said he had
phoned ahead to have the authorities turn on
the falls. This ended up being true and with the
flick of a switch the water was again running
through the falls. As wonderful and powerful
as it looked, it was the dry season and the full
effect is best experienced in the late fall
months.

Gondar

The following day we would take a long bus
ride along the beautiful landscape of the
Amhara region passing through mountainous
terrain to get to the city of Gondar. The ride
there was quite fun, and we would witness
locals going on about their work in the fields
and in small villages. We stopped to see how
Ethiopia’s beloved bread called Injera was
made as we watched an elderly lady who
poured batter on a large metal plate over a
wood pit, within a minute the bread was ready
to serve.

Gondar is considered the ‘Camelot of Africa’
and was the 17th Century capital of Ethiopia.
There we would visit King Fasilides castle, now
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It was a fairy-
tale looking building that was apparently built
in Portuguese and Indian styles. The complex
included other buildings that were smaller in
and belonged to the King’s children.
Unfortunately, some of the structures were
bombed and damaged during the Italian
occupation, but there are plans to renovate
and even rebuild these wonderful buildings. 

Later we would visit King Fasilides bath, which
was the largest pool I had ever seen. It was
originally built as a place for baptisms. Now it
is only filled once a year with mountain water
for a yearly celebration when people from far
and wide come for a week-long festival.

Axum, or Aksum

Aksum is a city in northern Ethiopia known for
its tall, carved obelisks that are relics from the
ancient Kingdom of Aksum. These obelisks are
around 1,700 years old and have become a

symbol of the Ethiopian people. A number of
them are found in the Northern Stelae Park,
which has the 110-foot-long Great Stele,
believed to have fallen and broken during
construction and now lies in pieces. 

Another fascinating building is the centuries-
old St. Mary of Zion Christian church and pil-
grimage site believed to have housed the bib-
lical Ark of the Covenant. The neighboring
Chapel of the Tablet is said to contain the Ark
today. 

At the Monastery we would have an unbeliev-
able surprise. Our Guide had already men-
tioned that the Arc was only seen and taken
care of by one person and that was a hermit
monk who was choosen not by priests but by
God. On our way to the museum we would
find the monk himself behind a fence, our
guide asked if would not mind blessing us and
in his gentle and joyful manner he came out
and blessed the souvenir cross I had just
bought from kids in the street. Not being very
religious, I still found this experience memo-
rable and still wear this cross.

Lalibela, the best for last

Considered as the the Eighth Wonder of the
World, Lalibela was one of the main reasons I
had always wanted to visit Ethiopia. The com-
plexe was much bigger than I thought and
seemed to go on in every direction.

Initally I thought there was just the Saint
George church and that was it, but there
countless other churches all built into moun-
tains or straight down into solid rock. We
would visit a few and be greeted by holy men
in each, but the best and my favorite was the
iconic Saint George built in the shape of a
cross. I stood in awe and wondered on how
men could possibly build such places only
using primative tools.

My trip was now complete! I was drawn by Saint
George but found a wonderful, fascinating
country with a wealth of history and a unique
culture. I guess now that I have visited the north,
I must come back to see the south and be
delighted by more Ethiopian marvels.

www.ethiopia.travel
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The town reminded me of Venice and its
canals - only on a smaller scale.  To bring
the comparison nearer to reality, the time
that I sailed the gondolas of Venice was in
February and it was biting cold.  I travelled
to Wuzhen in April and it felt cold, but a lit-
tle less than Venice.

As we gently moved through the murky
waters, shrouded by a heavy-foggy mist, the
homes edging the water seemed like ghost-
ly figures coming out of the fog.  Soon the
mist lifted and one could see creeks flowing
into town, spanned by ancient sturdy stone
bridges of various design, all oozing with
character. The creeks looked like canals and
some of these were - the largest being the
Beijing-Hangzhou 1,800 km (1,118 mi)
Grand Canal, partially silted, that passes
through town.

We left our barge at one of these bridges to
explore the city by foot.  Edging slab stone-
paved streets, which display thousands of
years of history, we passed ancient residen-
tial houses, pawnshops, pubs, restaurants,
workshops, weaving and dyeing establish-
ments and stores selling the necessities of
life - all housed in brownish wooden struc-
tures, seemingly in need of paint, but all
appearing neat and clean.  

Most of these ancient buildings are called by
some writers, architectural symphonies of
stone, tile and wooden boats travelling to
and fro and have been preserved rather
than being restored.  They have been main-
tained in good condition through the years
by the loving care of Wuzhen’s inhabitants,
making the town a great place to visit and
enjoy by exploring on foot.

Two hours after leaving the boom-
ing metropolis of Shanghai, we
parked at the entrance of Wuzhen,

fondly called by some of its admirers the
’Venice of the East.’  In a few moments, we
had climbed into a pole-steered large barge
that ploughed the waterways of Wuzhen -
the last of China’s ‘water towns’ to be
opened to visitors.

Wuzhen
The Venice of the East Lures Visitors

by Habeeb Salloum
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A number of the grand homes of the afflu-
ent have been renovated into small bou-
tique restaurants and hotels, but have
retained their character. They have become
resting places for those wishing to escape
the hurried city life.  In my colleague’s
words,”It’s a quiet town and these boutique
abodes ensure one’s stay is restful.”  

Canadian World Traveller Spring 2018

Over 80% of Wuzhen’s area has remained
unchanged for about 1,300 years, giving it
an aura of antiquity.   As befitting a town
with such a long history, Wuzhen produced
through the centuries more successful candi-
dates in the highest imperial examinations
than most other towns.  From those ages still
standing today and retaining its original
appearance, is the Academy of Classical
Learning, dating back to the Qing Dynasty
(1644 – 1911).

However, historically Wuzhen has been
noted for its crafts and artisans and life con-
tinues as it has for at least 1,000 years.
Copper artisans, silk weavers, and wood
carvers ply their trade as their ancestors did
in the past.  Not much different as in the
medieval ages, the artisans go about their
work, while on the street men play ‘may
jongg,’ cycle-rickshaw drivers wait for cus-
tomers and people cart their drinking water.
Women-folk cook their meals while often
looking after the silk worms and tend their
tiny gardens of chrysanthemums and other
plants.  It is as it always has been.

These Wuzhen craftsmen draw visitors espe-
cially those practising the ancient art of
hand producing indigo-dyed printed calico.
Once all indigo-dyed curtains, scarves, and
tablecloths in the region were made from
hand printed calico.  Today, even though it is
still common to see old women using spin-
ning wheels and looms at weaving work-
shops in the back streets of Wuzhen, it’s
mostly the tourist’s trade that keeps the craft
alive.

We stopped at an indigo establishment
where we were shown all the stages of oper-
ation, from fermenting the indigo to making
the end product.  It had been drizzling all
day and though the inhabitants say ‘Wuzhen
is at its best on rainy days,’ I found it too
cold and damp and a stop at the indigo
shop was a welcome event.  Like all good
tourists we bought our indigo souvenirs
then, umbrella in hand, we moved past cen-
turies-old wooden houses.  The fine falling
raindrops shrouding in a drizzle boats trav-
elling to and fro on the river surfaces had a
picturesque postcard aura, but I did not
care, I was too cold.

However, the soft rain did not seem to both-
er the daily life of the locals.  I could see that
many had retained the tradition of buying
fruit and vegetables through the windows of
their waterside houses from boats plying the
creeks.  No need to shop in markets.  The
markets come to one’s home.

The town appears to have been turned into
a modern tourist destination without losing
its historical charm.  The local government

invested millions of yuans for maintaining
and improving the town's environment.
Along with an inherited harmony of man and
nature, social progress has brought a pleas-
ing living environment. While taking care to
retain the town's original look, modern man-
agement of sanitation and appearance have
ensured for the town a clean, beautiful envi-
ronment. 

We enjoyed touring the town for most of the
day then when the evening mist began to roll
across town and the town’s lights went on,
we left for Huangzhou where it is said are to
be found the most beautiful women in
China. We left the fairytale water town
behind, an enchanting jewel created by
nature and man, for a legend in history.
Were we wise?  Man’s nature is to be forev-
er searching! 

Some of the Tourist Sites in Wuzhen:

Aged Ginkgo Tree, over 1000 years old, has
witnessed the town's history since the Song
Dynasty. 

Memorial Archway, built to commemorate
the time spent in Wuzhen by the 6th century
Crown Prince Liang Zhaoming where he
studied - a great figure in Chinese literary
history.

Xiuzhen Guan, a Taoist temple - one of three
famous Taoist temples on the south bank of
the Yangtze River.

Xiuzhen Guan Stage, built in 1749, the stage
was the place where farmers around the
town came by boat to watch plays from their
boats floating on the waterway. 

www.tourismchina.org
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The Allure of Lisbon

Portugal has garnered a lot of posi-
tive attention in recent years. It’s
been on the top of travel lists every-

where; tourism has seen record numbers
for six years in a row, and even Madonna
has decided to make Portugal her home.

Why has this European nation suddenly
become so popular?

“Portugal is the California of Europe,” says
Chitra Stern, owner of the country’s award-

Article & Photography by Jennifer Merrick

winning Martinhal Resorts. “It’s got amaz-
ing all-year round weather, fantastic peo-
ple who are so warm and welcoming and
the most outstanding food.”

After a recent visit to Portugal’s capital, I
now understand what the fuss is about.
With its mix of rich culture and stunning
natural beauty, I have to admit I’m tempted
to join Chitra (and Madonna) in making
this country my adopted home.

Lisbon seduced me in no time at all. It
wasn’t the 70°F temperatures and sunshine
in November or even the narrow, cobbled-
stoned streets and historic squares. It was
simply the sense of beauty and content-
ment I felt on my first evening, strolling
along the River Tagus, watching the sun
drop behind their landmark suspension
bridge (which looks exactly like San Fran’s
Golden Gate, by the way). I became fur-
ther enamoured when I bit into their
famous custard tarts, listened to the soulful
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they’d return. At O Faia restaurant, a
classic Lisbon venue, we could feel
the emotion behind the lyrics, despite
not knowing the language.  One 81-year-
old Fado star, Anita Guerreiro, had the
crowd wrapped around her little finger as
she threw her head back, and her strong,
throaty lyrics filled the room. Between sets,
we relished delicious, traditional food,
especially enjoying the fresh octopus.

Savour the flavours

Lisboetas, as the city residents are known,
take pride in their food as they should and
there were oh-so- many memorable meals
on our trip.  Mercado de Ribeira, now
called the Time Out Market, is the oldest
and largest food market in Lisbon, where
you’ll find dozens of vendors selling
Portuguese fare, international food, snacks,
wine and crafts. It’s also the best place to
sample a Pastéis de Nata. My eyes rolled
back in my head when I tried these heav-
enly egg custard tarts, and I loved watch-
ing my travel companions have the same
reaction. The Belem tarts are the most
famous, but according to locals, the ones
at Manteigaria are actually the best. 

Portuguese cuisine is appreciated and rec-
ognized more than ever, thanks to chefs
like José de Avillez, owner of several
Lisboa restaurants, including the Bairro do
Avillez, which we had the pleasure of din-
ing in. Their innovative dishes stay true to
their roots but surprise with their flavours.
The ‘exploding olives’ literally burst in your
mouth, and their variety of seafood and
cheeses are creative and delicious. 

If you go:

Flights: Nonstop flights are available on 
TAP Portugal from JFK and Newark
www.flytap.com

Accommodations: Martinhal Chiado Family
Suites (read more about these fabulous
properties in our Stay and Play section). 

www.visitportugal.com/en

Golden Age of Discovery when “King
Manuel who rode elephants on the street
with a parrot on his shoulder, sprinkling
cinnamon and spices.” One of the best
places to appreciate the grandeur and
richness of the empire is at Jerónimos
Monastery.  At this architectural marvel,
Joao pointed out the ornate details that
were influenced by the discoveries
Portuguese navigators were making in their
travels around the world. It’s also the final
resting place of Vasco da Gama, the
explorer who discovered the route to India,
and brought wealth and fame to Portugal.

View the city from a hilltop castle

At Castle Sao Jorge, situated high above
the city, we learned more about the
Moorish history of the neighbourhood and
the medieval citadel, as we watched the
resident peacocks strut their stuff on the
castle grounds. But by far, the highlight of
the site was wandering along the stone tur-
rets, enjoying the panoramic views of his-
toric Lisbon with its endless red-tiled roofs
and the river as its backdrop.

Wander the alleyways of Alfama

Directly below the castle is one of Lisbon’s
oldest and most historic neighbourhoods.
Alfama is the Moorish heart of the city,
which unlike most of the city survived the
devastating earthquake of 1755. The maze
of cobbled streets and mismatched
dwellings reveal visual treats at every turn,
including photographs of former residents
on the sides of buildings, paying homage
to its past. Though trendier now, it was
once a rougher and poorer district, and
the birthplace of the soulful Fado music.

Bask in the meloncholic chords of
Portugal’s blues

“Quiet, the Fado is about to begin,” is a
refrain heard in many venues throughout
the country before singers croon with the
accompaniment of a traditional 12-string
guitar. Fado means fate, and the wistful
ballads tell of heartbreak, longing and
separation, and of times when sailors left
their loved ones behind, not knowing when

Fado music and looked out from atop of
Sao Jorge Castle to a sea of red-tiled
roofs.

If you should decide to travel to Portugal’s
bewitching capital yourself (and I highly
suggest you do), here are few experiences
you won’t want to miss.

Ride the trams

Lisbon is nicknamed “The City of Seven
Hills”, and they’re steep. Luckily, you can
get around on historic trolleys that have
been operating in the city since the 1930s.
Though they look like they belong in a
museum, the trams are well-suited to the
narrow, steep streets and are an integral
part of the city’s transportation. Route #28
is the most popular and takes you through
many of Lisbon’s highlights. Watch your
valuables though, as pickpockets have
been known to target tourists.

Stroll through Chiado

Our Lisbon apartment, one of Martinhal’s
37 well-equipped family suites, was situat-
ed in the heart of one of the city’s best
neighbourhoods. Chiado is equal part his-
toric and hip, and its cobbled, narrow
streets are full of squares with statues of
poets and outdoor patios. It’s easy to lose
yourself browsing the many shops selling
everything from antiques and traditional
pottery to chic clothing and specialty foods.

Nearby is the Santa Justa Lift, an ornate
wrought iron public elevator that was built
in 1902, so locals could avoid the tough
walk up the hill that connects the lower
and upper districts. Now it’s mostly tourists
who use it, and there’s almost always a
line up. But it’s worth the wait to see the
stunning view from the top.

Tour the heart of an ancient empire

It’s easy to be unaware of Lisbon’s layer
upon layer of history if you’re just walking
around on your own. Our knowledgeable
and charismatic guide, Joao  from
Heritage Tours, brought the city’s history to
life, regaling us with stories about the

Canadian World Traveller Spring 2018
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Ha Long Bay and Sapa, in addition to run-
ning city tours of Hanoi, cyclo excursions
(simple bicycle taxis pedaled by a cyclo
driver behind you), a one-day journey
focused around the city’s pagodas, and a
tasty street food tour. Staff are knowledge-
able and efficient, and prices are on the
more affordable end of the spectrum.

Just over two miles north of the Old
Quarter, Hidden Hanoi (147 Nghi Tam,
www.hiddenhanoi.com.vn, introduces trav-
elers to the finer points of Vietnamese cul-
ture through food, language, and walking
adventures around the city. Its popular
cooking classes take place at the center’s
charming location on the eastern edge of
West Lake, as do a handful of language
courses. Several walking tours, along with
a much-lauded street food tour, take place
around the Old and French Quarters.
Prices vary depending upon the activity, but
all guides are enthusiastic and knowledge-
able, making these tours a worthy invest-
ment.

The Food

Unless you’ve just wrapped up that Hidden
Hanoi street food tour, you’ll probably be
hungry to chow down on some local bites.

Hanoi is a thousand-year old city
that truly represents the heart
and soul of Vietnam. In just a

week, you can immerse yourself deeply into
its culture, without leaving exhausted or
regretting not seeing everything. That gives
you plenty of time to wander the lively, nar-
row alleys of the Old Quarter, sample
mouthwatering Vietnamese food, and soak
up the sights and sounds of this spectacular
city. Below, check out a few of the best local
tours for exploring Hanoi and the sur-
rounding area, as well as an introduction
to Vietnamese cuisine—from bun sha to
barbecue.

Sightseeing Tours

You’ll find that there are plenty of standard,
generic city tours around town; skip these.

While they may hit the highlights, they
won’t genuinely enhance your Hanoian
experience. Here are a handful of outfits in
the capital that excel at providing urban
excursions with a more personal touch.

Founded in 2006, Hanoi Kids
www.hanoikids.org, is a free, student-run
tour service that pairs curious travelers with
young Vietnamese locals hoping to practice
their English. All guides participate in regu-
lar training sessions before hitting the town
with their new foreign friends, and your
only costs as a traveler are admission fees
and transportation for you and your guide.
With equal give and take, these young
Hanoians are enthusiastic and outgoing,
making the experience feel more like a
friendly outing than a run-of-the-mill tour.
Due to the popularity of the group, reserv-
ing a spot ahead of time is a must. The
booking department at Hanoi Kids some-
times needs a reminder though, so confirm
your tour in advance and, if response
seems slow, give the office a friendly call
and check in.

Another popular option for tours both in
town and around northern Vietnam is
Adventure Indochina, www.adventurein-
dochina.com. This outfit arranges trips to
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A day exploring the city will expose you to
the sights and scents of some of the fresh-
est, most flavorful, and most varied dishes
in Southeast Asia.

Vietnamese cuisine’s complex and irre-
sistible flavors win over many a hungry
traveler—especially those who value
authenticity.  Most meals consist of a rice or
noodle base, a few fresh greens, and either
meat or tofu. Portions tend to be smaller
here than in Western countries, but don’t let
that stop you from getting seconds: with the
low cost of meals here, there’s usually
room in the budget.

What Hanoi does, it does well: the capital
city is regarded by many as having the best
pho in Vietnam, and Hanoi collectively
enjoys thousands of helpings each morning
(it is considered a breakfast food). Other
Hanoian specialties earn equal notoriety
for their flavors and textures. The unsung
hero—made famous by Barack Obama
and Anthony Bourdain—is bun cha, a deli-
cious northern version of grilled meat and
rice noodles doused in nuoc cham, a dilut-
ed fish sauce that comes with pickled veg-
gies, fresh greens, and the occasional fried
spring roll. You’ll find this mouthwatering
specialty on just about every street corner,
and will likely smell it from a few blocks
away, as the scent of barbecue floats up
from street stalls to entice an entire city. A
couple other can’t-miss delicacies are nem
cua be (mouthwatering, square-shaped
seafood spring rolls) and cha ca (pan-fried
fish).

Hanoi’s also offers plenty of quality non-
Vietnamese fare, from Indian and
Malaysian meals to Thai, French, and
American. Upscale eateries make a greater
effort in the service department, opting for
a Western approach, and there are more
than a few foreign chefs and owners
behind some of the city’s well-known
restaurants.

In fact, the need for reservations is greater
here, as the limited space in the Old
Quarter means that dining rooms fill up
fast. In this part of town, one of Hanoi’s
best-known venues, Green Tangerine
www.greentangerinehanoi.com, specializes
in French and Vietnamese fusion, pairing
unlikely ingredients to create unique and
memorable dishes. The restaurant’s 1928
colonial villa makes a worthy setting for a
fancy meal. Prices run high, but the set
menus offer decent value, with two-course
lunches beginning at VND265,000.

The streets of Hanoi are also a great place
to find authentic dining experiences in

Vietnam. Crammed onto already-busy
sidewalks and hidden down narrow alleys,
chefs serve everything from tasty
Vietnamese sandwiches to piping hot
soups, rice porridge, barbecue, and local
specialties, often at lower prices but not
skipping out on flavor or quality.

Safe street food is easy to find, provided
you stick to clean outdoor kitchens. When
in doubt, look for hot meals, such as soups
or grilled meats. High temperatures tend to
eliminate some of the risk and allow you to
enjoy your meals with much more ease.

Hanoi is more than just a city to sightsee;
it’s a city to savor. After diving into its histo-
ry, culture, and cuisine, there’s a good
chance you’ll leave asking yourself, “why
didn’t we come here sooner?” 
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Adapted from Moon Hanoi by Dana Filek-
Gibson. Copyright © 2017. Available from
Avalon Travel, an imprint of Perseus Books,
a Hachette Book Group company.



Iberian cured ham comes only from pure-bred Iberian pigs or
Duroc-Jersey crosses with 75% Iberian blood.

The pig has played the leading role in Spanish cuisine and culture,
above all in rural Spain, where it has been a fundamental part of
the meat diet. It is the only animal from which absolutely everything
is used. 

Cured ham is the most important pork product obtained from the
Iberian pig. The amount and composition of the fat are determin-
ing factors in the final quality of meat products and especially
cured ham. This can be seen in the white streaks that appear and
provides juiciness. 

Making ham begins with the curing process to eliminate moisture
and achieve the natural fusion of the fats during maturing, when
the aromas and flavours characteristic of cured ham appear.
Products from Iberian pigs fed with acorns are excellent. In Spain
there are four Protected Designations of Origin for Iberian cured
ham: Guijuelo, in Salamanca and Extremadura, cured ham from La
Dehesa in Extremadura, cured ham from Huelva, in Huelva and
Extremadura and cured ham from Los Pedroches, a new designa-
tion, from Córdoba.
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Beginning Ash Wednesday 2019, barbers in the Bavarian
hamlet of Oberammergau in southern Germany will have
considerably more leisure time than usual as half the vil-
lage’s population will not be cutting their hair until October,
2020. Why? Because the inhabitants will be actors in the
42nd Oberammergau Passion Play.

This momentous event is the longest continuing theatre tra-
dition in the world, going back to the year 1633, when vil-
lagers pledged to perform the suffering, death and resur-
rection of Christ every 10 years in return for divine protec-
tion from the plague. Today, over 450,000 visitors from
around the world are expected to witness this spectacle,
which is staged exclusively by the townsfolk.

“If you would like to be part of it, you have to be born here
or live here for at least 20 years,” says Christian Stückl, the
play’s director. Stückl, who has been directing the Passion
Play since 1990, says that he is “always looking around the
village with casting eyes,” scouting Oberammergauers who
might fit the role of a Roman soldier, priest or even Jesus
himself.

It promises to be a stellar production with 102 performanc-
es scheduled at the Oberammergau Passion Play Theatre.
For more information, visit www.germany.travel/en/events.

China Tourism Introduces

New Brand Logo

China National Tourism Administration (CNTA) has made

“Beautiful China” the tag line of its tourism and introduced a

new global brand logo. With an overall look as a stamp, the

new logo integrates modern messaging with the ancient

Chinese art form of calligraphy. The hieroglyph in the back-

ground means “travel” in ancient Chinese language, which shows a flag guiding a couple around.

The blue color represents the sky, delivering China tourism’s concepts - vitality, harmony and

green travel. The red color gives tribute to the Chinese civilization that has been going on for

thousands of years. Illustrating an international vision, the “Beautiful China” logo represents

China’s promising and welcoming tourism industry.
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Oberammergau Passion Play, Germany 2020 
by Jennifer Merrick





Good to Go!
Great Travel Gear and Gadgets

We’ve asked our globetrotting contributors what they must have when on the go; here are a few of their suggestions…

Canadian World Traveller Spring 2018
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give spiritual strength and good health.

Want to join? Experience the ‘Hidden
Valleys of Ladakh’ departing Delhi on 
June 20, 2018 centered around the festival.

Naadam Festival | Mongolia

What? Three Games of Men Festival

Locally known as “The Three Games of
Men”, Mongolia’s Naadam Festival is an
ancient cultural spectacle that combines
colorful costumes and performances with
an exciting tournament of three traditional
sports: archery, wrestling and bareback
horse riding. The festival is held throughout
the country in midsummer, from July 11-
15. In capital Ulaanbaatar visitors are pre-
sented with an incredible opportunity to
experience the culture and people of this
amazing land.

Want to join? There are several opportuni-
ties to visit Mongolia for the Naadam
Festival including the epic ‘Trans-Siberian
Adventure’ departing Beijing on July 7,
2018.
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Looking for the best time to visit Asia?
World Expeditions has selected three
of the most colorful festivals that are

sure to make your next trip an adventure of
a lifetime. Travel to Tibet for the Saga Dawa
festival, reach higher spheres during the
Hemis festival in Ladakh or celebrate the
biggest festival of the year in Mongolia, the
Naadam Festival attended by locals and
visitors alike.

Saga Dawa Festival | Tibet 

Why? To pay homage to Mount Kailash

The sacred mountain has long been
regarded by Hindus and Buddhists as the
Mythical Mount Meru, the cosmic centre of
the universe from which all life flows.
Thousands of pilgrims will gather and pay
homage to the mountain by performing a
kora, or clockwise circumambulation
around the base of the mountain. People
from all over flock to Tibet to attend the fes-
tival and attach their small prayer flags to

the new pole. It is believed that good
deeds and prayers are multiplied thou-
sand-fold during the event.

Want to join? Take the ‘Journey to Mount
Kailash’ departing Kathmandu on 
May 17, 2018

Hemis Festival | India

What? Birth of Guru Rinpoche (or Lord
Padmasambhava)

Celebrated at the Hemis Monastery, locat-
ed in a gorge in the north-Indian province
of Ladakh, the festival is famous for the
masked dances that represent the good
prevailing over evil which is performed by
gompas that follow tantric traditions. The
festival is said to originate in the 8th
Century with activities including the offer-
ing of food, playing of traditional music
(think cymbals, trumpets and drums), and
numerous spiritual ceremonial perform-
ances. Joining the festival is believed to

Best 
Cultural Festivals 

in Asia
Summer 2018

World Expeditions crafts creative itineraries for
its travelers’ unique needs and style. 

For detailed information, bookings, or tailored
private departures, visit: 

worldexpeditions.com
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ed consistently, particular attention will be placed
on his selfless acts of valor on his Centennial
year, in this city where he and his family lived.

Soweto (South Western Township) inside the
Johannesburg Metropolitan, has proven to
become a successful tourist destination. Visitors
can experience the township in a variety of ways,
like bike tours and horseback. You can even gain
an aerial perspective with a bungee jump high
above the buildings, from the intricately painted
Orlando Power Station cooling towers.

My most meaningful time in Soweto, however,
was the somber visit to the former home of
Nelson Mandela, where he lived from 1946 to
1962, now known as the Mandela Museum. As I
stand outside his house and see scorch marks
where the house was attacked with Molotov
Cocktails, I feel chills. It is here you have find the
humanity of South Africa’s hero—where you
could see the yard his children played in and the
bricks they would hide behind.

The next most comprehensive place to get an
overview of Mandela’s tribulations is the
renowned Apartheid Museum, which condenses
the narrative to its core timeline from its veritable
beginnings in 1948 to its triumphant end in
1994, when Nelson Mandela was elected presi-
dent of the republic. Its program delves into the
catalysts and consequences of this dark era,
emitting a beacon of hope by illustrating its
gradual ascent to liberation.

Perhaps the most emotive excursion for history
buffs, however is Constitution Hill, where once
the Old Fort Prison Complex stood, which
housed Mandela and Mahatma Gandhi when
they were incarcerated. 

Cape Town

My journey to travel in Mandela’s footsteps con-
tinued to Robben Island, which resided in Table
Bay, just a few kilometers west of the coast of
Cape Town. It was here, touring a prison known
infamously as a center of isolation and exile, that
I was able to briefly experience the suffering of
Mandela. This suffering was in the form of 27
years robbed of his family, dignity and even a
name—4664 replaced “Nelson Mandela” and
he was on the terrorist watch list for his desire to
revolt again hate. Life contained to a thin straw
mat in a cell no more than five square meters. 

The tours are not for the faint of heart—this now
living museum and current UNESCO World
Heritage Site has not been entirely purged of its
hatred and dirt found in the walls of the cells,
especially Nelson Mandela’s. However, for an
eye-opening understanding of South Africa’s
tumultuous past and the price—and time—
Mandela paid in order to create the South
Africa of today. 

As the political climate continues to shift to a
more positive, inclusive trend in South Africa, we
must remember that a man was stripped of his
identity and locked up for years in order to cre-
ate the order that exists today.

www.southafrica.net

2018 is an important year dually for South
Africans and for visitors to the country—it
is the year that marks the Centennial Year

of Nelson Mandela. The legacy of this man con-
tinues to energize the entire country towards per-
petual progress and unrestricted liberty. He was
a hero who offered his own freedom to ensure
the freedom of his entire nation — regardless of
their ethnicity or skin color. 

South Africa and the world beyond maintain that
Mandela’s legacy will endure forever. Once a
nation torn apart by racially-driven class divi-
sion, South Africa is now a metropolis far more
tolerant and accepting to the humanitarian
philosophies that Mandela preached and lived
by. And with these changes came a boom in
tourism, as people hailing from all over the
world found a more stable environment to
explore the country.

South Africa is often famed for its miles of undis-
turbed coast lines, for its colorful buildings in the
predominantly Muslim Quarter of Bo’Kapp in
Cape Town and for the numerous vineyards gra-
ciously dotting the countryside of Stellenbosch.

The end of apartheid was one of the most signif-
icant political events to happen in the entire his-
tory of society. And although it has brought so
much good to South Africa and her people, it
would irresponsible to forget the pain that one
man endured to ensure it. Mandela’s plight is a
story of the phoenix rising, a man whose pur-
pose was perpetually challenged yet never
defeated. 

It is a tragic yet inspiring portrait of how compas-
sion and perseverance can truly change minds,
hearts, and eventually the world. 

Johannesburg

My journey to discover Mandela’s legacy began
in Johannesburg, the capital of South Africa.
Today, a visit to Johannesburg is an eclectic
experience, celebrating both its indigenous her-
itage and its forward-looking vision of a city.

Johannesburg’s impressive progress stems from
its hyper awareness to illuminate its past. And
although it may seem dark, it is actually the con-
trary, focusing on the heroes of apartheid, with-
out detracting from the realities of its heinous-
ness. And although Nelson Mandela is celebrat-

Building The Future 
by Remembering the Past

2018: The Centenary Year of 

Nelson Mandela

by Olivia Balsinger 





Ethiopian Airlines Canada Country
Manager Birhan Abate said it’s all about
convenience for travellers.

“Canadians visiting Africa for business or
leisure appreciate the ease of the direct
flight,” he said. “Once in Africa, they can
connect to any of 54 destinations in more
than 50 African countries with connectivity
in less than three hours. We offer efficient
and affordable options for Canadians to
see more of the amazing sights in Africa.”

Operating the youngest fleet in Africa and
most modern fleet to more than 100 inter-
national passenger and cargo destinations
across five continents. Ethiopian fleet
includes ultra-modern and environmentally
friendly aircraft such as Airbus A350,
Boeing 787, Boeing 777-300ER, Boeing
777-200LR, Boeing 777-200 Freighter,
Bombardier Q-400 double cabin with an
average fleet age of five years. In fact,
Ethiopian is the first airline in Africa to own
and operate these aircraft. This included 13
Boeing 787 Dreamliners, it was the 28th
member of the Star Alliance family in 2011
and today moves more than seven million
passengers per year. 

It’s all about comfort and feeling like a VIP
right from the start. You are immediately
greeted with friendly smiles from the count-
er staff at the airport, to the crew on board.

A warm welcome feeling making you feel
right at home. For those travelling for busi-
ness or have the chance to experience
Cloud Nine it’s an experience like no other.
Relax in state-of-the-art seats, enjoy cours-
es that are designed to stimulate and satis-
fy your appetite. Food options are endless
with an opportunity to try a sampling of
Ethiopian cuisine once on board. For those
travellers in the economy class, comfort is
always a priority and providing the best
service for all our passengers.
Canadians are taking notice knowing that
with direct flights to Addis Ababa in
Ethiopia the options are endless when con-
necting to the rest of Africa flying with
Ethiopian.  

www.ethiopianairlines.ca
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Ethiopian is the largest and
fastest growing Airline in
Africa and continues to make

its mark in the airline industry. Building on
its reputation, the award-winning airline
continues to receive several notable awards
over the years, with the most recent SKY-
TRAX World Airline Award for Best Airline in
Africa.

Ethiopian Airlines first took flight on April
1946 and has been growing ever since,
expanding into Canada five years ago. In
its seventy plus years of operation,
Ethiopian has become one of the conti-
nent’s leading carriers, unrivalled in effi-
ciency and operational success. Now oper-
ating five times a week with non-stop flights
from Toronto to Addis Ababa, Toronto
(YYZ) is Ethiopian’s 67th international des-
tination and the second in the Americas. 





shops, is a land bridge connecting the main-
land with four islands near the area where
ships enter the Panama Canal.  

But a much closer look is available at the
Miraflores Visitors Center, where both huge
vessels and tiny pleasure craft are lifted or
lowered 54 feet (16.5 meters) as they go
through the Miraflores locks on their journey
from ocean to ocean. A movie and museum
in the Center explain how the Panama Canal
changed the world upon its completion in
1914.

Outside the city, wonders never cease. A visit
to Soberania National Park provides encoun-
ters with electric blue butterflies, known as
Blue Morphos, along with monkeys, 80-90
species of birds, anteaters, caiman, rainforest
and fresh air. And further, island life is front
and center at San Blas or Isla Grande.

The variety of activities in and around
Panama City make it one of the more excit-
ing, adventurous and culinary places to visit
and one more addition to your list of must-
visit destinations.

www.copaair.com

www.visitpanama.com
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Most travelers don’t expect to see
Blue Morphos, Howler Monkeys
and Broad-billed Mot Mots in the

morning and then sip on a fashionable
Hendricks Tonic cocktail at an upscale fusion
restaurant in the evening, but then again, this
is Panama where the senses are over-
whelmed with fascinating sights, tastes,
smells and experiences on a routine basis.  

After a comfortable Copa Airlines flight to
Panama City’s Tocumen International Airport,
and checking into the equally comfortable
Holiday Inn Express in the Financial District
(see page 68 for hotel review), we set out to
explore. Around the corner of an area filled
with shops, banks, restaurants and the iconic
‘twisty building’, lies a veritable forest of sky-
scraping residential towers, extending
around Panama Bay and along the length of
Avenida Balboa, the main thoroughfare that
connects new Panama with Casco Viejo, the
old city.

And on the way, the Mercado de Mariscos,
boasts a large courtyard where speakers
blare bouncy Panamanian tunes and a dozen
or so small restaurants sell Panama’s delec-
table specialty: ceviche. We sat down to
savour a $3.00 cup full of raw fish, squid,
octopus, conch, scallops and clams, marinat-

ed in flavorful citrus juices, and accompanied
by an icy cold Balboa beer. 

And this was only a taste of what was to
come, as Panama City is a culinary hotspot
showcasing extraordinary dishes, created by
passionate millennial Chefs.  Chef Martino
Pace of Caliope, is a great example, where
an appetizer of delicate carpaccio of sea bass
readies the palate for the main dish of grilled
octopus and a decadent dessert of chocolate
stuffed with mascarpone mousse crumble
and warm cardamom vanilla sauce. Other
restaurants, such as Cabana, Segundo
Muelle and Tantalo, pamper the taste buds
with cocktails and creative temptations of
seafood, chicken and beef.

While foodie pleasure abounds, so do oppor-
tunities to explore, shop, chat with locals and
take photos and selfies. Casco Viejo is a rel-
atively small area that promises the pleasure
of getting lost in the narrow streets and pub-
lic squares with balconied houses, historic
buildings, statues, hotels and shops.  

Not far away, what appears to be a colorful
jumble of boxes on the Amador Causeway is
in fact, the Frank Gehry-designed BioMuseo
that showcases Panama’s biodiversity. The
Causeway, featuring the city’s best ice cream

Put Panama City on your Bucket List!
Art ic le  and photography by Steve  Gi l l ick





Even passengers traveling in Economy
Class can enjoy an above average trip, as
all passengers enjoy the famed THY com-
plimentary meal. Though multi-course
meals are provided in Business Class on
extended range flights, all passengers are
treated to the award winning food served
on board. Considering that THY deals
with one of the world’s biggest (maybe the
biggest) catering service and are partners
with Do & Co., there is no surprise in the
quality THY can offer! 

www.turkishairlines.com

G
lowing reviews and exceptional
food are the order of the day for
this up-and-coming airline!

Part of the Star Alliance network, Turkish
airlines (THY) offers service to Canadians
from Toronto and Montreal, and connec-
tions to destinations all over the world
from their hub in Istanbul.

Building on their international reputation,
THY has been climbing the ranks as a top
provider and doing very well in Canada.

With 200 destinations, and adding new
ones at a rapid pace, THY welcome trav-

ellers with smiles and a friendly hello,
though often with a charming accent!
To help them usher in this growth, THY
has a massive, world-class training center
in Istanbul with numerous simulators.
Pilots, flight attends and support staff are
all trained well and are ready to go after
their courses are done. 

Their aircraft include A330s, A340s,
B777s, B737-800s and B727-800s, all
well maintained and laid-out with the cus-
tomer in mind. Each section is designed
with creature comforts taking front and
centre. The seats throughout the plane are
comfortable and the facilities are kept
impeccably clean and organized. Most
Business Class passengers can expect
either fully lie-flat seats or angled lie-flat
seats that brings relaxation to a higher
level. 

Comfort Class is Turkish Airlines' premium
economy section is highlighted by slightly
larger seats configured in two-by-three-by-
two rows, a large video screen and enter-
tainment system with an iPod outlet and a
laptop power outlet for each seat. 
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Then, enjoy a farm-to-table seafood tasting
at the family-owned restaurant.

2. Innovative and Locally-Sourced Menus
at the iconic Ashford Castle

While enjoying the scenery of Ireland on
the Irish Elegance journey, guests will dine
at the magnificent 800-year-old Ashford
Castle where creative cooking and local
ingredients reign supreme. An après dinner
walk around the stunning grounds provides
the perfect end of any meal. 

3. “Dine-at-Home” Dinner in Sarajevo

On the Eastern Capitals & The Dalmatian
Riviera journey, guests are invited into a
Sarajevan family home for a Dine-at-Home
dinner where they will savour the authentic
cuisine and hear inspirational stories about
the beautiful city and a rich culture filled
with resilient and wonderful traditions.

According to food trend spotters, The Food
People, who release a list of food trends
every year, 2018 will be focused on deli-
cious carbs, boundary-pushing meatless
options, home cooked meals with foodie
chefs, balanced spices, vivid colours, and
craft spirits. Insight Vacations’ new 2018
Europe Premium Escorted Journeys pro-
gram includes a multitude of memorable
and authentic dining experiences that
promise to be unmatched.

Ten exceptional offerings are below:

1. Oyster Tasting in Croatia with an
Oyster Farmer

During the Country Roads of Croatia jour-
ney, guests will step onto a private boat for
a cruise along the coast to the village of
Ston, meet a local restaurant owner and
farmer and discover how oysters are har-
vested before enjoying a delicious tasting.

The Top 10 Foodie Experiences in 2018 
with Insight Vacations
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For many people, the calling
card of an unforgettable travel
experience includes truly

mouth-watering meals that won’t soon be
replicated anywhere else. With the busy
travelling season approaching, so do a
host of new food trends that travellers will
hope to experience and sample on their
journeys. One such trend is the idea of
communal dining, something that has fall-
en by the wayside over the years, but has
been brought back to the forefront as a
quintessential human experience. While
serving as a practice we are eager to share
among like-minded people, at the same
time it gives us the sense of the community
we seek. How food is experienced has
everything to do with the rituals surround-
ing the meal, the décor, the ambiance, and
yes, the company we share it with. 

From farm-to-table meals, hands-on cooking demonstrations to dine-at-home experiences with a local foodie



4. Pasta Making with Chef Lorenzo in
Orvieto, Italy

At a restaurant in the medieval heart of
Orvieto, explore the art of Italian cooking
with Chef Lorenzo and observe how he
makes fresh pasta by hand while on the
European Dream journey. Enjoy a deeper
and more enriching experience by devour-
ing Chef Lorenzo’s passion for local cuisine
and, of course, his delicious food.

5. Introduction to Greek Cooking in
Olympia

Authentic Greek flavours tend to be a
favourite among travellers and while on the
Treasures of Greece & The Islands journey,
they’ll get just that. Join a local chef for an
entertaining cooking demonstration and
savour the regional specialties in a fun,
exciting introduction to Greek cooking.

6. The Art of Strudel-Making in Budapest

At a traditional Strudel House, on the Easy
Pace Budapest, Vienna & Prague journey,
guests will see pastry chefs at work prepar-
ing delicious strudel by stretching the
dough and readying filings. Enjoy a delec-
table taste of this famous delicacy paired
with a rich aromatic coffee.

7. Traditional Basque Pintxos in San
Sebastian, France

Once in Spain on the Mediterranean
Journey, dining with the locals will be on
the schedule. Wander through Old Town,
the hub of social life in San Sebastian, to
enjoy the gastronomic Basque tradition of
pintxos (a type of canapes), said to be the
best in the region.

8. Cornish Coast Experience in Britain

Visit a Cornish fishing village during the
Best of Britain journey and enjoy a farm-to-
table experience that includes the freshest
seafood for the ultimate in farm-to-table
dining.

9. Paella Demonstration in Valencia, Spain

While on the Highlights of Spain journey,
meet the chef of a local family-run restau-
rant in the heart of the Old City and learn
the traditional recipe for paella during a
cooking demonstration. Savouring the deli-
cious flavours of this classic dish, washed
down with a glass of sangria.

10. Dine-At-Home in Portugal

Journey through the rolling vine-laden hills
to Quinta de Marrocos, home of the
Sequeira family where guests will learn
about their passion for wine making and
join them for a farm-to-table dinner on the
Country Roads of Portugal trip. Taste freshly

prepared from locally sourced ingredients
and served with wine from the estate. 

www.insightvacations.com
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boat for snorkeling called SailAway Tours,
and the second annual Aruba Art Fair left so
much new outdoor art and awesome murals
throughout the tiny old refinery town of San
Nicolas you must take make the trek out there
to see it all.  
Visit www. arubaartfair.com

Nevis To Be “Royal Honeymoon”

Hideaway?

Rumour has it that Meghan and Harry are
looking closely at the tiny Caribbean island of
Nevis as a possible honeymoon escape.
Harry and his brother spent time there with
their mother Princess Diana when they were
young; they stayed at Montpelier Resort and
had a wonderful time. Upscale luxury, privacy
guaranteed, and a tropical vibe might be just
what the soon-to-be newlyweds will be after,
and Nevis can provide all of that and more!
Visit: www.nevisisland.com

Oaxaca Loves Canadians! 

It had been a few years since I had been to
the state of Oaxaca- (pronounced wah-ha-
ka), located in the deep south of Mexico bor-
dering the Pacific, though I’ve not been to its
capital yet- Oaxaca City in the interior- I have
explored most of the newly touristic regions
lining the sea including Huatulco and Puerto
Escondido. My first visit was to Secrets
Huatulco, a gorgeous upscale adult-only all-
inclusive, and at the time, I was one of the
very few Canadians there. Most of the tourists
and guests were Mexican, but on my most
recent visit, I was very surprised to see how
many Canadians had suddenly discovered
this place! They were everywhere! In fact, the
entrance to Dreams Huatulco now has a huge
maple leaf “Welcome Canada” sign! 

However, I wasn’t that surprised that my visit
to Vivo Resorts- just outside of the lovely little
fishing village of Puerto Escondido- was chock
full of “canucks” because the owner – ex-
Olympic gold medal skier Carey Mullen is
from Calgary. The entire complex of beautiful
seafront condo-type suites was awash with
Canadians (see past issue for report on Vivo
Resorts.)  And everywhere else we went, there
were also Canadian business owners like at
“Fresh” a stellar little seaside restaurant crest-
ing the lively bohemian beach of Zicatela.
(One of the world’s top 20 surfing spots!) 

Another reason for the region’s recent popu-
larity with snowbirds must be the new
Sunwing and Air Transat direct flights to
Huatulco from major Canadian gateways. It
was so much easier to get there this time, no
lengthy layover in Mexico City, and the newly
imagined HUX airport there is fabulous.

Oaxaca is the most bio-diverse region in
Mexico with tan sands hugging cobalt blue
seas surrounded by craggy cliffs and waters
chock full of marine life-big colorful fish, rays,
dolphins, whales…. and so many sea turtles!
I had the opportunity to release a baby sea
turtle to the sea as part of Vivo’s protection
program, and this area also has one of the
few spots in the world where you might wit-
ness an “arribada” at their Playa Escobilla
each year. That’s when thousands of sea tur-
tles storm the beaches all at once to nest. It’s
an amazing sight! 

So start looking to book your trip to Oaxaca
now because word is really getting out about
Mexico’s newest tourist hotspot. 
www.visitmexico.com

More New in Aruba

The latest must check out things on “One
Happy Island” lately are Delicious Restaurant
right underneath the famous big red windmill
for creative cuisine, the new big wooden sail
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Tropi ca l  Tidbi t s  
by Sue C Travel

Award-winning travel journalist  Sue
Campbell is based in Montreal but makes it her
business to be on top of everything cool, hot, and
new under the sun throughout the Caribbean
and Latin America. World Traveler welcomes

her as a regular columnist. 
Follow her on twitter @suectravel. 





Northern Arctic Europe is a living par-
adox—physically defined by the
contrast of the unceasing darkness

of its winters and the perpetual light of its
summers, when the midnight sun rests con-
tently in the sky. The region serves as a haven
for those who wish to retreat into vast moun-
tain ranges and as a natural playground to
satisfy adventurers’ lust for adrenaline. This
area truly encompasses it all and is the
“cool”—both figuratively and literally—desti-
nation to visit in wintertime.

Lulea

Lulea is located in the high north of Sweden.
Although the traditions of the Sami people
who first inhabited this area about 5,000

years are well preserved in daily life, there is
a thriving, lively urban center in its capital city
of Lulea.  The city has ethereal ambiance that
combines harmoniously the natural beauty
that surrounds it and the modernity of its city
life.

Lulea’s Arctic climate affords an exciting and
adventurous trip—one can even snowmobile
on sea ice at Brandon Lodge! The culture is
also renowned—in the midst of winter I lis-
tened to a band play instruments made of ice
in the forest, embracing the weather.

The city also offers many culturally enriching
landmarks to helped become familiar with its
history. For example, The Gammelstad
Church Village, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, is the largest and best preserved of its

kind. It an open-air museum, once a village
that provided shelter for churchgoers so they
could sleep overnight to attend celebrations,
as the treacherous weather made it danger-
ous to travel to church regularly. For comfort
in the city center, consider The Clarion Hotel
Sense and for adventure in wilderness and
views of the frozen sea and archipelago, con-
sider Brandon Lodge a paradise about 30
minutes out of town.  

Yllas & Levi

Yllas is a resort located in the northern
Finnish part of the Arctic Circle’s Lapland. It is
split into two villages that occupy either side
of a majestic mountain: Akaslompolo and
the smaller Yllasjarvi. Snow-covered forests
and from lakes form a postcard image of a

Arctic Europe Adventures
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Tromsø

The Norwegian city of Tromsø is locat-
ed 400km north of the Arctic Circle, and links
itself to the mainland by way of an elegant
arched bridge. It is a modern city, yet nature
remains a pertinent part of its culture. It’s also
notoriously lively, with many outdoor sports
and activities to participate during the day,
and a vibrant metropolitan with a packed
cultural calendar, excellent dining, and active
nightlife. 

I took advantage of the rugged nature on the
city’s periphery to try new experiences on my
Arctic getaway. There are plenty of options to
experience the polar city from its many
breathtaking views, including taking a snow-
mobile or a husky safari to the nearby hills,
forests, and lakes. There are also several
options for guided tours of the Northern
Lights.

The city itself is a postcard vision of wooden
houses; in fact, it has the highest concentra-
tion of these traditional structures in Northern
Norway, the oldest dating back to 1789. The
Polaria is located right outside the city center;
it’s the world’s most northern aquarium with
arctic marine life, and its main attraction: a
large pool of bearded seals that visitors to
make friends with. In Tromso, consider stay-
ing in the modern and luxurious Thon Hotel
Tromso.

Getting There

Flying Icelandair’s Saga Class (business)
from North America is the perfect way to
reach Arctic Scandinavia, especially if you
want to adventure on your own in Iceland
prior or afterwards on their stopover pro-
gram. With Saga two complimentary checked
bags for Saga Class, three cabins of service,
available WiFi and new superior lounge
access, comfort is assured. 

Another option for reliable and affordable
transportation through the skies is Norwegian
Air, one of the world’s best long haul airlines
with daily direct flights to Oslo and Stockholm
(gateway to Arctic Europe via domestic flight)
daily from North America.

www.visitarcticeurope.com
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Sea Lapland is a region situated within the
Finnish region of Lapland, whose proximity to
the sea has afforded it prosperity in trade and
travel since the sixteenth century. 

In Kemi you will find a bustling town that
combines the rugged nature of its environ-
ment and a modern city with renowned
attractions. A highlight of the city is an unfor-
gettable cruise experience to the Icebreaker
Sampo, on the Gulf of Bothnia. On board
you will witness the most memorable visions
of Arctic nature; as the steel of your vessel
reflects off of the glass-like surface of ice and
sea beneath, you will wind through scenery of
broken glaciers and open fields of ice. The
sky changes above you constantly, like a
faulty mood ring, which makes the ethereal
scene ever more dream-like.  

Another gem within Kemi is the Snow Castle,
an impressive complex built entirely from the
blocks of ice and snow made from sea water.
Intricate decorative carvings are etched into
the sweeping corridors of the structure,
depicting visions of a fairytale.

Lyngenfjord

The Lyngenfjord region in Northern Norway
centers around a 56 mile range of the
Lyngsalpene mountain range. The back-
ground is composed of towering glaciers,
branch-like fjord arms, and frozen valleys,
with snow-capped mountain peaks ever pres-
ent. It is this area that professionals come to
take iconic photographs of the Northern
Lights, as the conditions for seeing the phe-
nomenon is geographically ideal. 

The region offers a wonderful balance of riv-
eting and relaxing outdoor activities like ski-
ing, fishing, ice climbing, dog and reindeer
sledding. The indigenous culture of the Sami
people is pervasive in the area, with some
traffic signs bearing both their language
alongside modern Norwegian. To learn more
about their rich culture, there is the fascinat-
ing Center for Northern people which cele-
brates Sami history, archaeology, art and tra-
ditions. 

winter-set fairytale. This remarkable aesthetic
beauty and skiable terrain bills Yllas a much
sought-after destination for an invigorating
ski vacation.

Located on the southern end of Pallas-
Yllastunturi National Park, Yllas is a perfect
destination for those looking to truly embrace
their rugged side. Winter calls for downhill
skiing, snowshoeing, snowmobiling, moun-
tain biking, among many others. It is a polar
paradise of glistening white and gushing
streams paralyzed like sculptures.

Speaking of storybook visions, tradition
names a house in Akaslompolo as the origi-
nal home of Santa Clause. In fact, you can
venture to his village in nearby Rovaneimi, to
visit Father Christmas.

And this extremely “cool” theme can even be
woven into your dreams, by spending a night
at the Lapland Hotel Snow Village where you
will be surrounded by stunning illuminated
ice while drifting off to sleep in a warm sleep-
ing bag, surrounded by cold, refreshing ice.
The hotel has its own ice bar and ice restau-
rant too--talk about cool!

Levi, on the other hand, is a more built up
portion of this northern Finish area—howev-
er, while more “touristy,” Levi still prides itself
on maintaining an authentic Finnish identity.
Perhaps the most entertaining form of trans-
portation is not with cars or motorbikes, but
with reindeer—the Finnish mode of trans-
portation! Within the villages of Levi are a
fantastic selection of superb restaurants,
charming pubs, and lively night clubs.
However, for a more unique experience, eat-
ing in the Levi Igloos brings nature to you—
under glass roofs and without barriers. And
nature isn’t the only magic provider in Levi—
Elves Hideaway is newly opened and offers
magical insight into the world of elves,
through tradition, activity and song. In Levi,
consider a tray in the Hotel Hullu Poro (Crazy
Reindeer) or treat yourself at the Levi Hotel
Spa. 

This area is also a perfect place to indulge in
a Finnish sauna experience. For the more
adventurous relaxation seeker. you can try
swimming in an ice hole, which is thought to
have restorative physical and spiritual bene-
fits. 



temple, Pura Prajapati, is adjacent to the
cemeteries, however, it’s rarely used.
Ngebejiang ceremonies are often held in
these temples where locals join together to
sing and dance. 

Entrance costs visitors 50,000 IDR or
about five Canadian dollars, while tourists
can see over 700 Balinese long-tailed
monkeys, also known as macaques but be
warned; these monkeys are professional
thieves! All in all, the forest is a natural
reserve of over 12.5 hectares and boasts

In recent times, Ubud has emerged as
a bonafide hotspot in Indonesia offer-
ing tourists much to see and do and

even acts as Bali’s cultural hub. Known for
its traditional crafts and dances, visitors
are often spoilt for choice when setting
their itineraries. Whether it’s their famous
Monkey Forest, the scenic rice fields or the
historic temples on display, it’s important
to inform yourself and diligently plan out
the day or tourists risk wandering around
in one of Ubud’s fourteen villages. While
getting lost is a concern, one thing’s for

certain: nature lovers, culture buffs and
shopaholics alike rejoice over the wide
array of activities on offer in this lovely
city. 

Let’s start with nature. Ubud’s Monkey
Forest is where locals renew their contact
with the spiritual world as it is located in a
sacred village. Essentially, this forest is
where nature, humans and the cosmos
live in perfect harmony with one another
and has established itself as an important
part of Balinese culture and heritage. 

Built in the middle of the 14th century as
part of the Gelgel Dynasty, the Monkey
Forest is rich in history and has three tem-
ples to visit. The Pura Dalem Agung is one
of these temples and was initially created
to worship God, “The Recycler.” The sec-
ond temple, Pura Beji in the northwest
wing, acts as a place of purification as
well as physical and spiritual cleansing
before ceremonies and was built for the
Goddess Gangga. The third and final
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Dedicated to honor the Hindu Goddess
Saraswati, the Goddess of learning, litera-
ture and art, Saraswati is arguably the
most aesthetic temple in the city. On either
side of the path inside the temple, there
are vast water gardens filled with lotus
ponds. What will strike you most about
this temple, however, is the sheer symme-
try of the natural view. There is no
entrance fee for both these temples, mak-
ing it all the more accessible. 

After visiting Ubud’s forest, temples and
rice fields, your final stop should be
Tegenungan Waterfall. Located about 10
kilometres outside of the city, this waterfall
is one of the few waterfalls in all of
Indonesia not situated in highlands or
mountains. Fair warning - It’s quite the
workout. To get to the top, you need to
climb up 170 steps and cross two bamboo
bridges. The bridges and steps are sturdy,
but you would be wise to watch your foot-
ing as the sandy terrain and rocks could
get slippery. The waterfall itself is about 25
metres high while the water is swimmable
if you’re an adept swimmer but there is a
strong current. Entrance costs 15,000 IDR
($1.50) and a further 10,000 IDR ($1.00)
if you want to go all the way up. 

All in all, these activities are all doable
over the course of a day as they are all
relatively near each other and affordable.
A trip to Bali would feel incomplete with-
out visiting Ubud as tourists would miss
out on over seven centuries of Indonesian
culture, history and nature. Included in the
price, a leg day workout and a day you
will never forget.

www.indonesia-tourism.com

over 150 different species of trees, includ-
ing the historic Pule Bandak. 

After the Monkey Forest, visiting the
Tegalalang Rice Terraces are a must. Like
the forest, entrance costs about 50,000
IDR while locals will ask for 2,000 IDR at
no more than two random checkpoints.
Non-negotiable. Tegalalang Village is
located north of Ubud and is approxi-
mately 600 meters above sea level. After
making the trek up the mazy rice field, the
view from on top is a humbling one and

will make the twenty minute scooter ride
more than worth it. There is frankly no
bad time to go, however, try and make the
trip there in the summer when the rice
flower has fully blossomed. Moreover, go
as early as possible and watch out for the
steps as they are steep and I nearly fell. 

Following a visit to the rice fields, tourists
would be wise to check out Ubud’s tem-
ples. While there are many of them, King
Palace acts as the focal point of the city.
Located on the main Jalan Raya Ubud
road and intersection, it’s at the heart of
all things cultural. However, it’s important
to note that due to this, King Palace gets a
lot of foot traffic and packs up relatively
quickly. If you go early, you will be able to
take in the full scope of the Balinese art
and tradition on display. There are also
evening dances that take place here that
are well worth a watch. 

Just down the road from King Palace,
tourists can also visit Saraswati Palace.

Canadian World Traveller Spring 2018
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First Look at Disney’s Next Ships

The Disney Cruise Line is preparing to launch three new vessels setting sail in
2021, 2022 and 2023. This first, early rendering depicts the magnificent exte-
rior of the newest Disney ships that will elevate family cruise vacations to a
whole new level.

In keeping with the distinct Disney Cruise Line style, the new ships will embody
the elegance and romance of the golden age of ocean cruising with unique
touches all their own.
The new vessels will
offer more innova-
tion, new technolo-
gies, spectacular
entertainment and
more Disney stories
and characters than
ever before. 

Famed Oceanographer 

Jean-Michel Cousteau To

Join Crystal 2018 Sailings

Oceanographic expert Jean-Michel
Cousteau will share tales from his
lifetime of underwater exploration
on three Crystal voyages this
spring, fall and winter joining one
sailing each aboard Crystal

Symphony, Crystal Serenity, and
Crystal Esprit. While on board, Cousteau will share tales and experiences
from his lifetime of exploring and documenting the world’s oceans, as well
as his ongoing work to continue the legacy of his famous father -- Jacques-
Yves Cousteau. 

www.crystalcruises.com

Cut in Two: The Lengthening Process of 
Silversea’s Silver Sprit Begins

A great spectacle of naval engineering, Silversea’s Silver Spirit has been cut in two
at Fincantieri Shipyard in Palermo as part of her planned lengthening. A prebuilt 49-

foot segment has been inserted and
the ship is now being reconnect-
ed. With the aim of amplifying
guests’ onboard experience, the
rare lengthening project will cre-
ate more space in public areas
and will enhance Silver Spirit’s
facilities. 

www.silversea.com
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Uniworld announces its new line-up
for 2019 including three new

European cruises, a new ship on
China’s Yangtze river and the debut of

a fully renovated River Royale

Following the upcoming unveiling of
their newest Super Ship the S.S.
Beatrice, Uniworld will introduce a new
ship to its guests on the Yangtze river in
2019, the Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer,
including the largest cabins and suites
on the river, all with private balconies,
as well as the highest crew to passen-
ger ratio on the river of 1:1. Other on-
board facilities include an observation
deck, two-floor theatre, library, and
expansive spa, beauty and fitness facil-
ities. 

Other developments underway in 2019
include an interior transformation of
the River Royale, Uniworld’s intimate
ship in the Bordeaux region of south-
western France; the inclusion of
onboard and onshore personnel gratu-
ities for all Uniworld itineraries in
Russia, Asia and Egypt and an expan-
sion of the brand’s all-inclusive
onboard beverage program to Russia,
Asia and Egypt.  

For 2019, Uniworld will offer three new
itineraries in Central Europe. The 15-
day Alluring Amsterdam & Vienna and
10-day Authentic Danube & Prague
itineraries aboard the River Princess,
will sail the Danube and by customer
demand, according to Bettridge, offer
optional two-night extensions in
Vienna. The third new itinerary, the 10-
day Magnificent Moselle & Rhine
aboard the River Queen, offers a
unique perspective on this singular
German wine-making region.

www.uniworld.com
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G Adventures Among the First to Relaunch
Sailing Tours in the British Virgin Islands

Uninhabited islands, pristine beach coves, authentic local cuisine and
some of the best sailing routes in the world – these are just a few of the
highlights on offer as small-group adventure operator, G Adventures,
relaunches their sailing tours in the British Virgin Islands. Following the
impact of hurricane Irma last year, the seven-day Sailing the British
Virgin Islands trip was relaunch on February 3, 2018 and, in a bid to
support local tourism, was one of the first tours to return to the islands. 

Sailing from, and returning to, the island of Tortola on a 47ft catama-
ran, the tour will see travellers snorkelling in caves, swimming with turtles, cycling around the volcanic islands and, of course, put-
ting up sail to explore the BVIs’ turquoise waters. Designed for travellers will all levels of sailing experience, and with plenty of
shore time, the tour takes advantage of the low tourist numbers by encouraging travellers to get to know the friendly locals, dine
at their restaurants, visit their businesses and enjoy a truly authentic island experience. 

Long favoured by mariners for its balmy weather, unbeatable snorkelling spots and deserted islands, accessible only by boat, the
BVIs are perfect for travellers looking for a laid-back, activity-rich winter break.

Other highlights include a visit to the Caribbean paradise of Guana Island, which consists of seven white powder-soft sand beach-
es and acres of tropical forest, mountains and hills and natural pools amongst the granite boulders on Virgin Gorda island. On
Jost Van Dyke, one of the smallest populated islands in the BVIs, travellers can opt for a hike enjoy a drink at the famous “Soggy
Dollar” bar. A visit to a local microbrewery and one of the best turtle snorkelling spots are on the agenda at Cooper Island while,
if the wind permits, Anegada Island offers keen cyclists beautiful routes on one of the only non-volcanic islands. Evenings will be
spent on board, enjoying breathtaking sunsets, fresh fish and new friendships. 

www.gadventures.com
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ages of this scope for our guests,” said Torstein Hagen,
Chairman of Viking. “Our guests are experienced travelers
who want to explore the world in comfort; our offerings allow
them to be immersed be in the cultures of the world when they
are onshore and when they are onboard our award-winning
fleet of sister ships.”

In addition to guests, also sailing on the World Cruise will be
six casks of Viking’s own “Linje” Aquavit. In keeping with a
Norwegian tradition that dates back hundreds of years, the
Scandinavian spirit will mature in oak barrels during the sail-
ing, crossing the equator (linje) twice as part of the matura-
tion process. According to the tradition, it is believed that the
moving seas and frequent temperature changes cause more
flavor to be extracted from the casks.

Viking Sun will continue to sail the globe during Viking’s 2019
World Cruise. The recently announced 128-day itinerary from
Miami to London, will visit five continents and immerse guests
in the rich cultures of 21 countries from South America and
the South Pacific to Australia and Africa. Like on all Viking itin-
eraries, World Cruise guests will enjoy a complimentary shore
excursion in each of the 64 ports and free unlimited Wi-Fi;
they will also receive Business Class airfare and all gratuities
and service fees, along with an extensive list of added-value
inclusions in their cruise fare. 

www.vikingcruises.com

Viking Sun Sets Sail on First World Cruise 
from Miami to London

Viking celebrated the kickoff of its inaugural World Cruise on its
fourth and newest ocean ship, Viking Sun, welcoming guests in
Miami for the sold out 141-day itinerary. Viking Sun will spend
nearly the next five months on the World Cruise, which spans
five continents, 35 countries and 64 ports. During this journey
from Miami to London, guests will first explore Cuba and the
Caribbean, before sailing the Panama Canal to call on Los
Angeles, the home of Viking’s U.S. headquarters and first West
Coast port of call. Viking Sun will then sail to the South Pacific,
Australia and Asia, where the ship will be christened in
Shanghai on March 8, 2018. From there, Viking Sun will con-
tinue on with ports of call in Asia and then Europe, before fin-
ishing the World Cruise in London on May 5.

“Our World Cruises are the most extensive and culturally immer-
sive journeys available
in the industry. For two
decades, we have con-
tinued to expand our
dest inat ion-focused
itineraries to new
regions of the world, so
as our fleet grows it is a
natural progression for
us to offer grand voy-







Ihad a wondrous opportunity to experi-
ence the Crown Princess this past
December, on one of the first weeklong

sailings back to the Eastern Caribbean fol-
lowing the disastrous hurricanes earlier in the
fall of 2017. The experience was an eight-
day sail, beginning in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
and porting in St. Kitts and Nevis, Antigua
and Barbuda, St. Thomas and Grand Turk.
Not only was this trip special in that we expe-
rienced the efforts the cruise company has
made in furthering relief efforts of the area,
but it was also special to experience all of the
ship’s amenities and many excursions
throughout the Caribbean. Princess Cruises’
Crown ship is aptly named—I, indeed, felt
like royalty onboard and off! 

The Princess Cruise Line

The Princess Cruise line is owned by the same
line as Carnival and Seabourn. The Crown
Princess is a midsize ship, carrying about

Feel Like Royalty 
Aboard Crown Princess 

by Oliv ia  Bal s inger

3,100 passengers at a time—and though my
voyage was practically full, the ship was so
spacious that I never felt claustrophobic
aboard. Additionally, the ship is designed
with public rooms and outdoor areas that
creates a more intimate experience for guests
and their loved ones.

A great majority of travelers aboard Princess
Cruises are repeat customers—meaning that
they have previously embarked on another
Princess voyage—repeat customers are a tell-
tale sign of a reputable company. I chatted
with a few of these repeat customers to try
and understand what their experience was
like—the overarching opinion was that they
preferred the service, amenities and kindness
of the staff on Princess to other comparable
ships. 

The Time to Eat Is…Always!

The ship offers dining options to satiate any

palate, such as traditional dining, buffets, as
well as 24-hour room service. For their inclu-
sive dining packages, you may opt for their
Anytime Dining, which allows you to eat any
time you want between 5:30 or 10:00pm, or
their Traditional Dining package, where you
enjoy the company of your party at a regular
time throughout your journey.

Do not miss your chance to indulge in the
finest Italian fare at Sabatini’s, a restaurant
voted “Best Cruise Ship Specialty
Restaurants” at sea by USA Today. Choose
from a tantalizing menu of signature pastas,
delicious wines, and irresistible desserts, with-
in an old-world yet luxurious ambiance. My
personal favorite aspect of the menu? The
great variety of cheese selection! 

There is also Crown Grill, a steakhouse that
offers an intimate dining experience where
you can watch the chefs prepare premium
beef or fresh seafood items in their open
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many offerings in terms of shore excur-
sions certainly lured me onto land (and
once on land, it was difficult for me to
leave these exotic destinations with friendly
local!)  What was more, many of these
islands were undergoing restorations follow-
ing the fall 2017 hurricanes and Princess
Cruises was bringing much needed revenue
back to islands that had either been partially
or almost entirely destroyed. 

“The first hurricane did a lot of damage and
the second hurricane did more damage and
they all flooding,” said the captain of the
Crown Princess, Justin Lawes. “But that never
dimmed the spirit.” Princess Cruise Lines is a
proud partner of FCCA (Florida Caribbean
Cruise Association), an organization commit-
ted to working with tourism boards and
restoring normalcy to the area. 

Each of Princesses’ excursions are led by
local reputable operators who not only have
expertise in their fields, but also understand
how crucial their tourism income would be in
restoring the recent damage to their region. I
was able to experience authentic, adventur-
ous and immersive land and aquatic excur-
sions in the varieties presented at each port.
Some of these activities included zipping
through the green and lush jungles of
Antigua, kayaking and bird watching with
eco-friendly companies through the man-
groves of St. Thomas, and even horseback
riding through the turquoise waters of Grand
Turk. I appreciated that Princess Cruises
granted us extra time in the evening on the
island of St. Kitts to have dinner off-shore and
delight in local cuisine as well—local lobster
on the beach, oh my!

Princess Cruises does an impeccable job of
merging cultural and adventurous experi-
ences on land with a diversity of amenities
onboard for a well-rounded experience. The
cruise line is dedicated to creating a vacation
that makes you navigate straight to the
Princess Cruises webpage the next time you
are in the market to book a cruise and say
aloud, “Hey, I want to feel like royalty aboard
Princess again! Let’s book it!” 

www.princess.com
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kitchen setting. There is also the ship’s chic
and innovative gastropub, The Salty Dog,
where you can try one of the innovative cre-
ations of Chef Ernesto Uchimura — the
founder of the original Umami Burger. For
example, his namesake burger, “The Ernest,”
is a delicious, savory plate made of rib eye
that was cited as “Best Burger at Sea” by
review website Cruise Critic. 

Catching ZZZ’s Onboard 

This three-story spectacle on the sea were
able to make me feel right at home, with
accommodations and activities for every age
group to enjoy. The cabins themselves are
quite spacious, and packed with a full range
of amenities so that I was able to relax in
comfort.

The ship’s more affordable cabin options are
their Interior and their Ocean View rooms,
which come with either a queen or two twin

beds, a television, a private bathroom with a
shower, a large closet, and a desk. You may
also wish to upgrade to a cabin with a bal-
cony. I personally loved the feeling of waking
up to the salt of the sea and the vast horizon
looming in the distance complete with a table
and two chairs, I would enjoy beautiful
leisurely mornings and evening cocktails
(donning my Princess Cruises robe, of
course!) with the beautiful scenery of the
ocean surrounding me.

For even more space, you may also choose
the Mini-Suite, which includes a separate sit-
ting area with a sofa bed; and more space
yet, there is the Suite, which also features
deluxe accommodations, such as priority
embarkation and disembarkation, as well as
a complementary mini bar.

Life Aboard the Crown Princess

When you manage to tear yourself away
from the comfort of your cabin, you will find
a wide range of activities and public ameni-
ties suitable for every age group. The three-
story piazza acts as a central gathering spit,
with small scale shows providing fantastic
entertainment throughout the day — from
musicians, to magicians, acrobats, and even
workshops. There is an open-air pool-side
amphitheater, which plays movies at all times
of day, but is particularly magical at night.
Live entertainment is brought to you by some
of the world’s top directors and choreogra-
phers, and includes dazzling stage sets and
hit numbers performed by a talented roster of
performers. 

Feel like getting up on stage yourself?
Participate in the Voice of the Ocean singing
competition, where you and your fellow pas-
sengers can show off your talent. The audi-
ence has the ability to vote on the winner, and
it is certainly a fun and engaging event. Who
knew I was sailing with the next Mariah Carey
and John Lennon?

Land Hoe! ---The Crown Princess Docks
Throughout the Eastern Caribbean

Though I can earnestly say I could have
stayed and enjoyed the amenities onboard
the boat for a full seven days, Princess’s



back and there’s no better time to book the
iconic dream cruise than now.

Cairo 

Cairo stirs the soul. The noisy din of traffic
blares the second you leave the airport.
Dusty back alleys, bright business bill-
boards, and the whirl of people popping up
to greet you unexpectedly is a surprising joy.  

On the outskirts of town, the city limits
encroach the Giza plateau more than ever
as local vendors enthusiastically sell their
wares. We marvelled at the Great Pyramid
of Giza, the oldest and largest of the three
pyramids. We rode a camel to view the
Great Pyramid’s various vantage points.
The weathered sandstone blocks stand as a
testament to the engineering marvels of
Ancient Egypt. 

At the Cairo Museum, eager tour guides
seek prospective clients for personal muse-

um tours. Thankfully, our visit was pre-
arranged. We enter the sanctum of Egypt’s
glorious past, hear stories of King Ramses I
and II, push our faces against glass displays
to see rare jewelry then turn a corner toward
the piece de la resistance: King Tut’s funer-
ary mask. The Boy King achieved rock star
status in 1925 after Howard Carter discov-
ered his tomb by accident. Not a soul
around, the private viewing alone was worth
the trip to Egypt.  

Aswan 

Get to this southern cruise port by air (only
1.5 hour) and prepare for the cruise of your
dreams. Our tour director settled the logis-
tics, leaving plenty of time for sightseeing.
We visited the Unfinished Obelisk in the
granite quarries of the pharaohs and saw
the Aswan High Dam, another Egyptian
engineering marvel albeit modern that con-
trols the flow of the Nile River.

There’s an expression: “Once you
drink from the Nile you are destined
to return.” 

The first organized cruise of this storied river
was the brainchild of Thomas Cook. In
1869 Cook introduced luxurious steamers to
the Nile sailing wealthy Victorians on a
grand tour of Egypt’s ancient kingdoms. It
was the “Golden Age of Travel.”

These days, while on board the Sonesta
Moon Goddess, a luxe 49-cabin ship, one
can rekindle the golden route as a modern
day pharaoh.  The well-trained crew mem-
bers are friendly and courteous, while our
knowledgeable guide, who is an
Egyptologist brought the Ancient Egyptian
world of mythology and history to life. 

Over four days, we saw the temples of
Ancient Egyptian pharaohs and deities from
Aswan to Luxor in an unforgettable journey
along this Pharaoh alley.  Today, Egypt is
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A Moon Goddess Cruises the Magical Nile 
Aricle by Ilona Kauremszky, photography Stephen Smith
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At the Island of Philae, a motorboat whisked
us to this storybook temple devoted to Isis,
the Goddess of Love and fertility. Ancient
Egyptians were enamoured by her skillful
amorous mastery. In between the hiero-
glyphs desert flowers bloomed by the chis-
eled stone facades as swallow nests nestled
atop the barren walls.  A sweet smell of wild
herbs perfumed the setting as if Isis were
casting her magical powers again.  

Leaving Aswan the boat sails past a contin-
uous series of landscapes and scenes
unchanged since Biblical times. By the
river’s edge, children play as mothers laun-
der linens while nearby shepherds tend their
flocks of goats and sheep. Kingfishers dive,
the water buffalo graze, egrets nestle in the
reeds.  Daily life plays out on the oasis of
lush green fed by the Nile. 

But beyond this storybook the wondrous
Sahara Desert with its bare mountains pop
out like a camel’s smooth hump within this
mortal setting. The Nile is the lifeblood of
Egypt.  Ancient Egyptians believed this
sacred river was a gift from the stars. It’s
easy to feel a connection to the past and to
imagine what once was. 

That night, as the Nile softly rocks the Moon
Goddess to sleep I dreamed of the land of
pharaohs, of wind filling the sails of feluc-
cas, and of the haunting shrill of the call to
prayer echoing from the village minaret. 

Kom Ombo

At a bend in the Nile, in Kom Ombo, a pair
of deities is eulogized at this desert port. We
disembark and join other cruisers to see the
twin temples of Kom Ombo, dedicated to
Sobek, the crocodile god, and Horus the
Elder. 

Mummified crocodiles wrapped in swad-
dling clothes are on display in the museum.
The crocodile’s connection to the Nile is
revealed there. “Ancient Egyptians believed
worshipping the crocodile-headed Sobek
would keep them safe,” suggested one
Egyptologist. 

Captive crocodiles once freely roamed with-
in the temple as sacred crocodiles once
ruled this turf. Cleopatra’s father, Ptolemy XII
completed the temple’s fanciful décor. Now,
only the imagination can fill in the majesty
of the crumbling ruins. 

Edfu

Travelling in Edfu shifts you into the Old
Testament. A fleet of candy coloured horse
carriages helmed by galabeya clad drivers
take cruise guests in tandem through the old
urban streets to the Edfu Temple. Nestled on
a mound on the Nile River’s West Bank, the
gigantic walled landmark floats like a
mirage in the desert.

A sandstorm whipped up during our arrival
turning the air into a choking sepia tone
which only enhanced the atmosphere.
Considered the most well preserved temple
of Ancient Egypt, the Temple of Horus is
mind-boggling. Construction took nearly
two centuries. School children eagerly pass
us as we wander the dark interiors of hiero-
glyphs, sky high columns and stone cold
quarters. It’s a far cry when only high priests
and the pharaoh of the day were permitted
here. Still off-limits, at the dimly lit shrine in
the sanctuary, home of a sacred golden
boat, not a soul stirs. 

We left behind the dustbowl streets of Edfu
and prepared for another glorious sail up
the Nile. That night we dined on Egyptian
fare of kebobs and kofta and played dress-
up at the fun-filled galabeya party.

The Grand West Bank

Up until now, temples and shop keepers
kept us intrigued on our grand Nile journey
but the tributes to the fallen kings and
queens was what stirred the imagination
even more on the West Bank.

We saw the Colossi of Memnon, a pair of
giant statues and headed to a sublime
shrine carved into the cliff-side for
Hatshepsut. Egypt’s first female pharaoh
disguised herself in men’s attire and was
one of the country’s most successful rulers.
Tourists head beyond the Hatshepsut-motif

columns seeking shady shelter from
the blazing desert sun.

At the Valley of the Kings, this network of
royal tombs contrasts against the bleak
desert. We descend into shafts and cham-
bers flanked by mystical hieroglyphs of
rams, half bird men painted in ruby red,
canary yellow and royal blue from lapis
lazuli originating in present day
Afghanistan. These sacred tombs now rec-
ognized by numbers once held the burial
places to the mighty kings. Tomb KV7 was
Ramses II while the most precious was KV62
of Tutankhamun. Superstition still prevails.
Some believe in the pharaoh’s curse and
refuse to see King Tut’s tomb. I paid the
extra ticket and have no regrets. Once I
descended the narrow, steep dark passage,
there laid the ancient remains of the Boy
King, covered in white linen. 

The East Bank

The passing scenes of fishermen and farm-
ers tending to their labour beneath the hot
Egyptian sun became the daily sights of the
Nile. Awaiting us now were the legends of
Luxor.  

We toured the ancient city of Thebes,
revered as the world’s greatest open-air
museum, and the Karnak Temple which
evolved over a period of a thousand years.
The most ornate temples splayed in Karnak.
Immense columns and obelisks laid down
by giants perched precariously in the wind.
The mystery of their creation is like the mys-
tery of the ancient pyramids themselves.

I was hard pressed to leave this part of
Egypt. Harder still, was to leave the Moon
Goddess which had morphed into a fairy-
tale cast of friendly faces and legendary
Egyptian hospitality. Each whim was met
with a smile, and a yes, including a visit to
the captain’s bridge. 

In the land of pharaohs, it was easy to feel
like a modern day one on board the magi-
cal Moon Goddess.

www.sonesta.com
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I
t's one of the most common cruising ques-
tions: When is the best time to cruise
Alaska (or the Caribbean, Canada/New

England, Hawaii or Europe)?

The answer depends on many variables. Fall
foliage enthusiasts, for instance, will find
September and October the best time to take
that Canada/New England cruise, whereas
water sports-lovers (and families) much pre-
fer to sail the region in the summer when
school is out and temperatures are warm for
swimming. The best time to cruise to Alaska
will vary depending on your preferences for
viewing wildlife, fishing, bargain-shopping,
sunshine, warm weather and catching the
northern lights. 

The first step is to consider the factors that
influence your timing. Do you need to sched-
ule around school breaks -- or want to avoid
kids? Is a holiday week the best time for your
cruise? Is your main goal to escape frigid

temperatures at home? Or maybe you have
lots of flexibility (or a tight budget) and don't
mind making a few trade-offs in timing for a
steal on a cabin. Your answers will influence
which sailing season is your best bet.

For most cruise regions, there are periods of
peak demand (high season), moderate
demand (shoulder season) and low demand
(low season). Not so long ago, high season
tended to be when the weather was best in a
particular area (and when all the Northerners
flocked to the sun). But as more and more
families take to cruising, the summer months
have become a peak-demand period,
regardless of the weather (at home or in the
region). Families especially need to book
high-season sailings as early as possible
because some cruise lines limit the total num-
ber of children per sailing, and each ship has
a limited number of cabins that can accom-
modate three or more people.

Slow and shoulder seasons yield the most
bargain opportunities in year-round destina-
tions. In places like Alaska and Bermuda,
where you have a five- or six-month sailing
season, the off-season is a few weeks after
cruises begin and before they end. For
regions like the Panama Canal and Northern
Europe, almost all sailings are priced "in sea-
son."

The following is a partial list of cruising
regions and the best time to cruise them.

Alaska

High Season: June through August

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in Season:
Temperatures are at their warmest (highs:
50s to 70s Fahrenheit), plus the further into
the summer you are, the better your chances
of seeing wildlife on the various expeditions.
The downside: Demand is so strong, you
need to book months (better yet, a year) in
advance to get the best land and tour pack-
ages. Keep in mind, with so many ships sail-
ing Alaska now, there can be a tremendous
amount of congestion in small-town ports. To
minimize joining the masses, select a ship
that sails during the week. For a pricing
advantage, northbound glacier routes tend to
be cheaper than southbound.

Low Season: May and September

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in the Off Season:
Shoulder-season perks include smaller
crowds and cheaper prices as a result of the
weather gamble (highs: 50s to 60s) and the
possibility of snow. May sailings typically
encounter less rain than summer cruises, and
the scenery is arguably more beautiful with
more snow-capped mountains; September
cruisers benefit from end-of-season souvenir
bargains and a possibility of catching the
northern lights. A few caveats: Shore excur-
sions have a greater chance of being can-
celed than in high season, especially boat

When is the Best Time to Cruise?

b y  c r u i s e c r i t i c . c o m
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and helicopter tours. In addition, Denali
National Park has been known to close in
September due to snow.

Caribbean

High Season: Late June through August;
Christmas and New Year's weeks; February to
mid-April

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in Season: The two
main groups of cruisers sailing in the peak
season are families off from school and
Northerners seeking a respite from the cold.
School holidays are a great time to sail with
kids -- children's programs are in full swing
and they're available even on lines that don't
normally cater to kids. Plus, it's easy for chil-
dren to make friends onboard.

Keep in mind that prices are higher, especial-
ly when you add winter flight delays that can
be time-consuming and costly (though four-
season cruising to the Caribbean from multi-
ple homeports in the Northeast, Southeast
and Gulf Coast means residents of those
areas can save money by driving to their
departure ports). Plus, the summer cruise
season coincides with hurricane season,
though the storms don't start to peak, usual-
ly, until mid-August.

During spring break, when thousands of peo-
ple are flocking to Florida resorts and cruise
ports, you will have to think about booking
your airline tickets almost farther out than
your cruise; prices can be high. People look-
ing for peace and quiet away from kids will
want to avoid break weeks like the plague, as
ships are at their highest capacity, which
means crowded ports and mega-ships run
amuck with rowdy kids and teens.

Low Season: Late April through May;
September to early January (excluding holi-
day weeks)

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in the Off Season: The
biggest benefits are the great weather and
smaller crowds, usually at hundreds less per
person than you'd pay at peak times. The fall
especially is a great time for last minute avail-
ability and bargains. Hurricane season (June
through November) still poses a threat; if a
storm is brewing somewhere in Florida or the
Caribbean, it can mean a change in ports of

call and a challenge getting to ports of
embarkation as the ship alters course to
avoid the storm. Even if your cruise isn't
impacted, you can still experience rain and
rough seas.

Europe River Cruises

High Season: April to October

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in Season: A flotilla
of specially designed river ships and cruise
barges offers a unique and port-intensive
experience for travelers who want to see
more of Europe's heartland, especially in
spring and fall. Spring can mean flowers in
glorious bloom (favorites are the spring Tulip
Time cruises though the Netherlands and
Belgium), but also keep in mind that heavy
rains and early-spring flooding can make the
rivers swell and the locks impassable.
Conversely, summer temperatures can cause
the rivers to dry up, making it impossible for
boats to move.  If these weather events hap-
pen, you'll be taken to the sights by motor-
coach. While some cruises will tailor port itin-
eraries to families, don't expect to see as
many -- if any -- kids there as you do on the
bigger ships, even during the summer.

Low Season: March; Late November and
December

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in the Off Season:
Most European river and canal ships operate
seasonally and shut down in January and
February. When operating, however, the
cruise itineraries are not weather dependent,
so a March sailing means you get to enjoy
the castles, cathedrals and quaint shops with-
out the summer crowds. Many river lines also
offer Christmas market cruises in November
and December to Germany, Austria and
Eastern Europe. The weather can be bitterly
cold, but for shoppers and Christmas-lovers
it's a unique way to experience the charming
seasonal markets along the riverside.

Mediterranean

High Season: May to September

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in Season: Both
European and American families flock to
many of the summer sailing dates (especially
in August), making for a nice cultural mix of
passengers and plenty of onboard, kid-
friendly activities. The tradeoffs are bigger
crowds, higher prices (both cruises and air-
fares) and steamy temperatures that may sap
your sightseeing energy. You may find restau-
rants and other establishments closed in
August, which is when much of Europe goes
on holiday. September is an increasingly
popular time to cruise the Western
Mediterranean because you can avoid the
school kids and still enjoy warm tempera-
tures.

Low/Shoulder Season: October through April

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in the Off Season:
Early-spring and late-fall sailings offer the
advantage of more competitive fares and
fewer crowds in port. Plus, the weather is
often mild (though March and November can
be rainy). A very few ships actually remain in
the region year-round; look for lower fares
and cruises to the warmer regions of the
Mediterranean, such as Spain, Morocco and
the Canary Islands.

Northern Europe

High Season: June through August

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in Season: Northern
Europe is at its loveliest during the summer
months, with ports that line the Baltic Sea and
Norway's fjords. Temperatures are balmy
(even occasionally steamy), skies are gener-
ally sunny, and the cities turn themselves
inside out -- life is lived out of doors, whether
it's getting out on the water or sipping beers
at sidewalk cafes. On the flipside, summer
cruises to the Baltic are often among the most
expensive Europe cruises out there.

Low/Shoulder Season: May and September

Quirks & Perks of Sailing in the Off Season: Kids
are back in school, ports are less frenetic,
and the weather -- and foliage (whether
spring-like or autumnal) -- can be lovely in
late spring and fall. Temperatures might be a
bit more brisk at those times, but you'll avoid
summer crowds, and cruise fares tend to be
lower.

www.cruisecritic.com
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Ireland’s Ancient East Coast comes to Life
Arti c l e  and photography by  I lona Kauremszky

Ireland is one of those magical places
on earth where the land of make-
believe becomes real if only for a

moment. Case in point: The brooding edi-
fice that sits atop Kilmantin Hill in County
Wicklow is out of this world. 

Beneath the creaky floorboards and a
squeaking slamming door, I come to realize
the breathy gasps following me are mine as
I head down a stone cold stairwell into the
strange unknown. There’s nothing but a
deathly silence here. Senses running in over-
drive, I’m peering to the other side standing
vulnerably safe by a bolted door rarely
swung open, delving deep into the black
abyss of a dungeon that’s never seen the
light of day. 

The ghost stories heard earlier on my guid-
ed tour seemed unbelievable until that
moment. A ghostly visage of a woman flash-
es before me then suddenly vanishes without
a trace. 

“You see that?” I ask a fellow visitor, jump-
ing back from the original dungeon that has
reopened for the first time in nearly 100
years.

“No, what?” 

Her answer is the giveaway at the historic
Wicklow Gaol where people were deemed
to be on the wrong side of history.  In
Wicklow, meaning “Viking Meadow,”
tourists vacate bustling Dublin for the slower

country pace, a contrast that starts the
moment you drive an hour south from the
capital. 

Welcome to Ireland’s Ancient East Coast.
Ireland’s newest tourist network, home of
turrets, treasures, and some of the island’s
oldest bragging rights is fueled by mystery
and mad tales of Vikings, Celts and fairies.
Stretching from Carlingford, County Louth
down through Newgrange and the Boyne
Valley with splendid towns in between, this
southeast pocket of Ireland is known for its
sunshine and beautiful beaches. The com-
pact area provides the culturally curious
types off-the-beaten-path places culled from
5,000 years of European history.  
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County Wicklow 

We hit the pedal to the metal and veer
straight into the Garden of Ireland in County
Wicklow.  The bold moniker is due to a col-
lection of fine garden estates. 

At Killruddery House, the 17th century gar-
dens are the oldest in Ireland. A noblesse
nod to the Gardens of Versailles (the
Huguenet gardener modeled Killruddery’s
after Versailles), the long mirroring ponds
stretch beyond the grand residence which
has been a stand-in for movie blockbusters,
among them “The Tudors.” In the garden,
guests enjoy tea afternoons and embark on
a fascinating guided house tour. 

Home to the Earl of Meath, the Brabazon
family has resurrected a Tudor Revival
Mansion masterpiece from post-World War
II neglect when the then Earl resided else-
where.   Today, visitors can explore this liv-
ing working house garden and farm, which
since 1618 has been home to 16 genera-
tions of the Brabazon family. The rooms are
bedecked in original art and furnishings,
most of which were culled in the 1800s dur-
ing a 3-year buying trip to mainland Europe
by John Chambre Brabazon, the 10th Earl
of Meath’s eldest son William and daughter-
in-law Harriet.  

The Orangery is a token to the lady of the
house, Harriet who sold her tiara to create
this glass statement piece inspired by the
Crystal Palace in London.  The private resi-
dence is revered as the most successful
Elizabethan-Revival mansion in Ireland.

Ironically 30-minutes south from this House
of Fortune a whole different world unravels
at the Wicklow Gaol.  Thrill seekers dare to
enter one of the most haunted places in
Ireland. They say those who were locked
away there in the 18th century are still in
residence. The House of Horror incarcerated
thousands during Ireland’s harshest history
(think the 1798 Revolution, the Great
Famine, and the 1916 Easter Rising). I took
my own personal ghostly encounter and
filed the experience under ‘unexplainable’
counting my lucky stars that this unexpected
discovery was one of many along a trek I
took along Ireland’s Ancient East Coast.

Throughout this storybook setting, the land-
scape morphs into a quilt of rural scenes
held together by fields of green. No big bill-
boards here. It’s just the wide expanse of
blue skies hitting the hillsides to palatial
places like Powerscourt, owned by tennis
ball tycoon, the Slazenger family.  Rounded
mounds named Little Sugar Loaf Mountain
(known for its quartzite) for the obscure
shape seem to have been created by giants.
In between the 50 shades of green proud

homeowners care for their immaculate cot-
tages, cows graze in the pastures, while
ruins of ancient kingdoms litter the country-
side – a testament to Ireland’s deep-rooted
history. 

County Meath

Mel Gibson’s blockbuster Braveheart was
filmed in Ireland’s oldest Anglo-Norman
castle. Now visitors amble to the rooftop of
Trim Castle, the town’s biggest tourist attrac-
tion and head inside a mini-museum of
Braveheart clad costumed volunteers who
were extras in the movie to showcase
medieval military wardrobes and weaponry
to kids and day trippers.  

Considered the New York of Medieval
Ireland, Trim was a hot bed of industry, com-
merce and skilled labourers converging on
the River Boyne with a state-of-the-art mint
and a sewer system.  These days, paddlers
float upriver to see more medieval buildings
than anywhere in Ireland. The biggest, the
largest and the oldest like Ireland’s first
unaltered bridge built in 1393 are within a
4-minute stretch.   

County Wexford

In Hook Head, the sea opens up. The
rugged peninsula tickles the imagination on
what once was. In the past, the sea has
swallowed hundreds of ships, sending many
a vessel and all its mariners to a watery
grave. William Marshall, Earl of Pembroke
and Strongbow’s son-in-law, who was a
powerful knight of his day, erected this light-
house to divert ships from the treacherous
Irish Sea. 

Considered the world’s oldest operational
lighthouse, the 800-year-old Hook
Lighthouse is a black and white cylinder that
topples the pancake plain. Visitors partake
in a guided lighthouse tour fueled with holo-
grammed characters narrating stories and
ascend the corckscrew 115-steps to the
observatory for birds’ eye views.   

Hook Head also lays claim to the country’s
most notorious haunted house. At Loftus
Hall, those who dare to mingle with spirits
embark on a peculiar guided tour in the
dark. The resident ghost, a young woman
named Lady Anne is known to appear when
least expected. 

We leave Hook Head behind with its gales
and tales, ready to take another detour
along Ireland’s Ancient East.  Who knows
what fairytale or ghostly apparition will
come to life around the bend. 

www.ireland.com



the ultimate combination of high-speed
thrills and tropical, tranquil surroundings
for guests of all ages.  

The Florida Aquarium is one of the top of
its kind in the country, with over 20,000 sea
creatures! Here you can experience sharks,
alligators, otters and more while encoun-
tering ring-tailed lemurs, hissing cock-
roaches and colorful chameleons in
Journey to Madagascar.  After exploring the
exhibits inside, splash away outside at
Splash Pad, the outdoor water play area for
children.

At Tampa's Lowry Park Zoo you can see
more than 1,200 animals, including man-
atees, koalas, elephants, tigers, penguins,
giraffes, orangutans and much more. 

Last year my family and I spent our
winter vacation in St. Petersburg,
Florida.  However, when it came to

shopping and dining, we found ourselves
making the 30 minute commute to Tampa
on a fairly regular basis. We liked what we
saw and were sure to make it our base this
time around.

The hip, urban heart of Florida’s Gulf coast
beats in Tampa Bay. Here cultural gems
mingle with authentic history to create an
atmosphere that inspires awe and adven-
ture.  Whether your quest is for art span-
ning antiquity to the modern era, sensa-
tional live entertainment or other untold
delights, imaginative and inspiring thrills
await around every corner. 

Busch Gardens, the Aquarium, Zoo and
much more

Like other cities when you want to play a bit
of tourist, get the CityPass. It is only
$143.29 for adults and $129.77 for chil-
dren. This includes admission to Busch
Gardens, The Florida Aquarium, the Lowry
Park Zoo, the Clearwater Marina Aquarium
and either the Museum of Science &
Industry (MOSI) or the Chihuly Collection.

Busch Gardens Tampa Bay is the ultimate
family adventure, offering 300 acres of fas-
cinating attractions based on exotic explo-
rations around the world. Located right
across the street is Adventure Island’s
(www.AdventureIsland.com) 30 acres of
water-drenched fun in the sun. It features
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Tampa’s Museum of Science & Industry,
better known as MOSI, is a scientific play-
ground with more than 450 hands-on
activities in the largest science center in the
southeastern United States. 

If you are in the downtown area, then I rec-
ommend you stop by the Unlock Tampa
Bay Visitors Center. Kevin Wiatrowski from
Visit Tampa Bay was kind enough to give
me a walking tour of the downtown streets
and he was very proud to show me this
storefront location at 201 North Franklin
Street, which only opened last summer. It is
open Monday to Saturday from 10 am to 6
pm and Sundays from 11 am to 5 pm.
Here you will get excellent local advice on
attractions, restaurants, and things to do
during your stay. The staff is very knowl-
edgeable. Make sure to check out the
exceptionally neat gift shop, which includes
a curated selection of Tampa-themed
memorabilia and apparel. 

The Straz Center for the Performing Arts

While in town we secured tickets for Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets in
Concert, featuring the Florida Orchestra at
the magnificent Straz Center for the
Performing Arts. A year earlier we saw the
Broadway hit An American in Paris while in
town. We simply love this venue and were
literally looking for an excuse to return.
The Straz is the largest performing arts cen-
ter in the Southeast and the only one with
an on-site performing arts conservatory. If
you are headed to Tampa in 2018 there
are some great Broadway shows booked
such as  Forever Plaid, Phantom of the
Opera, The Color Purple, The Bodyguard,
Beautiful - the Carole King Musical,
Waitress, Sound of Music, The Illusionists
and Cinderella. The spectacular tour of
Hamilton will land at the Straz for the
2018-2019 season. You can also check out
Opera Tampa, which produces the highest
caliber presentations.

Hockey Night in Tampa

I made my first visit ever to the   Amalie
Arena (originally called the Ice Palace),

which opened on October 12, 1996.  A
visit here, regardless of the event taking
place, is an absolute must. Start off by
checking the schedule for the NHL’s Tampa
Bay Lightning.  The Amalie Arena is a fan-
tastic hockey venue. The outside actually
more resembles a football or baseball sta-
dium and before each game there is a lot
of action going on.  Amalie annually hosts
more than 150 events ever year, which
ranks among the top venues in North
America. 

Fox Rent A Car 

For the best rates, consider Fox Rent A Car
(www.foxrentacar.com) where you can find
economy cars, family-size cars, SUVs, mini-
vans and luxury or sport vehicles available
for your discount rental.  The Tampa oper-
ation is managed by Edgar Hernandez,
who has been with Fox since the company
first arrived in Florida six years ago. In
addition to Tampa, their Sunshine State
locations include Orlando, Fort Myers,
Miami and Fort Lauderdale.  

Dining Out

When in Tampa, you must experience
Florida’s oldest restaurant and in fact the
largest Spanish dining establishment in the
world. The Columbia Restaurant
(www.columbiarestaurant.com) was found-
ed in 1905 by Cuban immigrant Casimiro
Hernandez Sr. It began in Tampa’s Ybor
City, (pronounced EE-bore) as a small 60-
seat corner cafe known for its Cuban coffee
and authentic Cuban sandwiches, fre-
quented by the local cigar workers. The
original Ybor City location is nothing short
than magnificent. Additional Columbia
locations include St. Armands Circle in
Sarasota, the Historic District in St.
Augustine, Sand Key on Clearwater Beach,
Central Florida's town of Celebration,
Columbia Café on the Riverwalk in Tampa
and Columbia Restaurant Café at Tampa
International Airport. All Columbia loca-
tions are owned and operated by fourth
and fifth generation members of the found-
ing family except for the airport, which is
operated in partnership with HMSHost.
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Ruth’s Chris Steak House locations
can be found across the United States
and elsewhere around the world.
While in Tampa, we dined at the 350- seat
1700 North Westshore Blvd. location in
what would mark my long awaited first
review of this very famous restaurant chain.
At Ruth's Chris, your last bite is just as good
as your first. Their perfected broiling
method and seasoning techniques ensure
each cut of USDA Prime beef they serve
arrives cooked to perfection and sizzling on
a 500 degree plate. The menu includes
seafood, appetizers, sides and desserts. For
dinner let us recommend the Porterhouse
steak for two - 40 ounces of prime beef
with the rich flavor of a strip and the ten-
derness of a filet. 

When on holiday we always try to find the
best seafood restaurant in town. In Tampa,
that would be Oystercatchers at the Grand
Hyatt at 2900 Bayport Drive.  The menu
highlights an array of the freshest, wild and
line caught fish available, organic produce
and seafood specialties with a unique and
contemporary flair.  For our party of three
we chose to share eight splendid oysters,
an order of golden calamari fries, an
arugula salad and yellowfin tuna, a two
pound lobster and an order of large juicy
sea scallops. 

Finally, we had dined at the famous Bern’s
Steak House (www.bernsteakhouse.com) in
Tampa a year earlier. We decided to return
after our own dinner one night and back
inside the world famous Harry Waugh
Dessert Room. Built in 1985 using redwood
wine casks to create 48 private rooms,
guests get to enjoy nearly 50 desserts,
wines, ports, sherries, and madeiras. This
represents a separate sitting. All desserts –
ice creams, sherbets, pies, pastries, hot
fudge, whipped cream, breads and crack-
ers – are made by Bern’s with the freshest
and best ingredients available.  Make sure
you have a reservation or prepare to wait a
long time for a table.

www.visittampabay.com
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a-lifetime moment. It felt surreal, like we
had stepped into a scene in a sci-fi thriller. 

We did a fair amount of biking on back
roads and trails and really saw what rural
Guatemalan life was like. As we were bik-
ing in the highlands near the small town of
Totonicapan, which is about a three-hour
drive north of Antigua, dozens of children
ran down their dirt driveways to wave at us
and say “hi” (which is likely the only English
they know). I wanted to stop and give them
all hugs – with their big smiles and excited
eyes. 

We also took a long hike through the Zunil
mountain range, in the same area as
Totonicapan. Watching farmers as they pre-
pared for spring planting gave us a deep
appreciation for the back-breaking work
that they do, with only the most basic tools
to plant and harvest their crops – and they
do it on a steep hillside. 

Another highlight of the trip was staying on
the shores of Lake Atitlan. It is an incredibly
beautiful area, and kayaking on the lake –
which is in a volcanic crater in the
Guatemalan Highlands of the Sierra Madre
mountain range – felt like we had dropped
into a dream. The description of a place as
“breathtaking” is often used, but Lake
Atitlan is a place that truly fulfills the mean-
ing of that word. 

Ifirst heard about Guatemala when I
was a young girl and received
Guatemalan worry dolls as a gift.

According to the legend, you tell your wor-
ries to the dolls, place them under your pil-
low and by morning, the dolls will have
taken all of your problems away. I remem-
ber looking at these cute little worry man-
agers, thinking that I would like to visit
Guatemala one day. Any culture that want-
ed to help me with my problems was one I
wanted to check out. 

Located in Central America, just south of
Mexico, Guatemala has impressive natural
beauty, with 37 volcanoes (three of them
active!). The country has experienced earth-
quakes, volcanic eruptions and floods, a
violent civil war from 1960 to 1996, and
continues to have extremely high levels of
poverty and unemployment. And yet,
Guatemalan people are incredibly open,

friendly and welcoming to travellers. (They
are quite quirky too, but more on that later.)

My husband and I decided to take an eight-
day tour with BikeHike Adventures, a
Vancouver-based active tour company. We
love having a tour guide when we travel,
but don’t want to be shuttled around on a
big tour bus with dozens of other people.
We like to put our feet on the ground and
see things outside of the big tourist spots.
We have travelled with BikeHike before
(Vietnam, Cambodia and Croatia, Bosnia-
Herzegovina and Montenegro) and have
had amazing experiences that would never
have happened if we hadn’t taken the
“road less travelled.” While we aren’t elite
athletes by any stretch of the imagination,
we also like being outside and active when
we travel. It is a different way to get local –
and to come home feeling healthy (and
without any weight gain!). 

Throughout our journey, which took us from
the historic and beautiful city of Antigua
(about 40km from Guatemala City) to Lake
Atitlan and to the Tikal area, we had many
interesting and unexpected adventures. The
two-hour climb up the active volcano
Pacaya, just 52km outside of Antigua, was
one of the highlights – and the challenging
climb up was well worth the effort. Roasting
marshmallows from the heat of the earth,
with sounds of the active volcano exploding
in the background, was a special, once-in-
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In the realm of curious and quirky, in the vil-
lage of Santiago Atitlan, which is on the
shore of Lake Atitlan, we went to a special
house where you can visit a shrine to
Maximon – a Mayan deity worshipped by
many Guatemalans. With the assistance of
our local guide, we paid for and gave
Maximon (a wooden/plaster figure that
stands about three feet high) an offering of
alcohol that his Cofrades (guardians) then
poured into his mouth. We don’t know
where the alcohol flows, but the Cofrades
were very serious about putting the bottle to
Maximon’s wooden lips and helping him
drink. To finish off the small ceremony, a
cigarette was lit and sat perched on his lips
– filling the small room with smoke. 

After our encounter with Maximon, we had
so many questions for our guide. It turns
out that this Mayan god is quite a contro-
versial local “resident.” The shamans of the

town share him and he moves to a different
house each year. While much of the legend
and lore is a mystery, we did learn that the
Maximon ideology is about respecting and
representing both the dark and the light of
human nature. From what we understand,
some Guatemalans believe in the spiritual
power of Maximon and others don’t believe
in him at all. There is a great deal more to
Maximon and what he means to the people
who worship him than we had the chance
to delve into on this trip, but he is a com-
pelling figure that we plan to learn more
about. It might even take another visit and
offering to Maximon.

In the charming, small city of Antigua, an
experience that we heard about, but just
missed (by one day!) – and plan to go back
to see – are the colourful carpets of
Semana Santa (Holy Week). The people of
this historic village celebrate lent by deco-
rating the beautiful cobblestone streets with
alfombras – carpets made of sand and
sawdust, adorned with plants and flowers.
Locals spend hundreds and hundreds of
hours creating these beautiful masterpieces
– and then an Easter procession comes
through and the handmade, but temporary
works of art are pretty much destroyed
under the wheels of the floats and the feet
of those walking. It is an exercise in living in
the moment, I am certain.  
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An aspect of Guatemalan culture
that really touched our hearts is the
widespread caring attitude towards
dogs and cats. Most of the cats we came
across lived in people’s homes and were
loved. While we saw many dogs that
appeared to be homeless, they in fact, had
a “person.” They might not live in the per-
son’s home, but they have someone who
cares for them. Guatemalans choose to be
“responsible” for a dog – and, to the best of
their ability, they feed and care for them.
We saw holes dug into the sides of small
hills so that the dogs could find some relief
when it got hot. When hiking in the hills, in
random areas, we saw makeshift doghous-
es built out of scrap wood, with straw or
material inside, to create a comfy bed. We
saw families taking their dinner leftovers
out to feed the dogs in the area. And every
single person I spoke to about “their” dog
had an amazing glow about them – some-
thing that a dog person recognizes right
away – when they talked about their pet.
Whether the dog lived in their home or not,
the emotional connection and compassion
was clear. This says something special
about the Guatemalan people and their big
hearts.

We saw quite a bit of Guatemala on this trip
– and we saw it powered by our own two
feet (hiking, biking and walking) and arms
(kayaking) – but we didn’t see nearly
enough. This is a vibrant country filled with
interesting, complex, multi-dimensional
people who have been through much and
are still smiling. While I think that many
travellers are starting to discover this amaz-
ing place, it still falls under the radar a little
bit. 

For those who like to get a real sense of the
countries that they visit, Guatemala is one
of those magical places that offers the
opportunity for an authentic, local experi-
ence that is certain to deliver special mem-
ories that will last a lifetime. My first instinct
all those years ago upon being introduced
to my worry dolls was right – this is a place
I really like.

www.bikehike.com
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When travelers picture Namibia,
the southern African country
that sits on the eastern coast of

the continent right above South Africa, they
likely imagine sprawling sand dunes of the
Namib Desert that the country is so famous
for. However, equally enchanting are the
Zambezi and Kavango regions of the coun-
try, home to the four rivers route and
named after the river systems that flow
through the area, the Zambezi, Okavango,
Kwando and Chobe rivers.

Known as one of the best kept secrets in
Africa, I had the chance to explore the
unusual water ecosystem with Blue Crane
Safari Tours.  And what a stunning explo-
ration it was—with over 30 bird species,
free-roaming wildlife and numerous cultur-
ally rich villages and attractions, each day

provided new opportunity for discovery.
And this secluded part of the world is still
easy to reach—from North America, a
flight on South African Airways (via
Johannesburg) to Namibia’s capital of
Windhoek is just a short flight away from
the first river lodge, where the adventure
begins.  

Chobe River Camp Gondwana Collection

The Chobe River Camp sits in sublime soli-
tude upon the banks of the Chobe River. It
is the same area that forms the northern
border of the Chobe National Park — a
world famous reserve whose vast and var-
ied wildlife offers extraordinary game view-
ing opportunities. The reserve is an ideal
haven for nature enthusiasts, opportunistic
particularly for bird watching. It also boasts
one of the largest concentration of ele-

phants on the entire African continent. With
a little bit of patience, I saw herds of these
majestic beings, as well as buffalo and
antelope, pass through the grounds from
the comfort of my tented chalet. 

Transcendent and resplendent, the design
of the camp ground draws in on the natu-
ral environment that surrounds it. In fact,
the twenty chalets offered for accommoda-
tion were built by Mopane timber and can-
vas indigenous to the area. And while this
serves a stunning aesthetic purpose, its
more significant role is an environmentally
conscious one. Being green is of upmost
priority to the luxury complex, which uses
solar energy to power its chalets. 

The chalets themselves are gorgeous units
that embody the conveniences of moderni-

Four Rivers Route of Namibia with Blue Crane Safari
by Olivia Balsinger



ty with the Zen simplicity of nature. Each
affords arresting vistas of the Chobe River
scenery via a private deck. I would awake
in exquisite comfort, taking advantage of
one of the many activities offered by the
camp: boarding a river boat to experience
Africa from an entirely new angle and par-
ticipating in a guided nature drive to learn
more about the breathtaking scenery.

Camp Kwando

Just outside Mudumu National Park was the
perfect site to call my temporary home,
experiencing the wondrous wilderness and
wildlife of Namibia’s Zambezi Region.
Spectacular views over the Kwando River
are unavoidable, as I spent my days in
leisure and opulence from the comfort of
the camp’s gorgeous chalets.  
Each of the fourteen thatched roofed struc-
tures are built on poles atop the banks of
the Kwando River, complete with a terrace
that allows you enjoy some fishing from
your private deck. The living area itself is
massive with two beds fitted with mosquito
nets, and en-suite open-sky bathrooms that
invites nature indoors to relax and calm
your spirit. Or, for upgraded accommoda-
tions, you may opt for one of the camp’s
Tree Houses — six bungalows built upon
stilts, with a spaces interior and awe-inspir-
ing views of the nearby plains. 

The camp also offers charming common
areas, decorated with fascinating artifacts
significant to the area’s indigenous culture.
A spacious lounge overlooking the river
makes a perfect spot to unwind and appre-
ciate this wholly new habitat. 

Camp Kwando offers guests buffet break-
fast daily, assuring I had the right start to
power through any enjoy all activities. For
my evening meal, I savored local game
meats, paired perfectly with the fresh veg-
etables and herbs harvested in the camp’s
own garden. 

Divava Okavango Resort & Spa

Located on the Okavango River, the Divava
Okavango Resort is aesthetically gorgeous,
with exquisite interior details all constructed

with natural materials that counterintuitive-
ly complement an otherwise modern and
chic motif.

Providing a perfect soundtrack to the luxu-
rious lodge is the rafts of the Popa Falls a
mere 1 km away. And if that were not tran-
quil enough, Divava has a top notch spa
that allows you to relax, rewind, and recal-
ibrate within a private setting overlooking
one of the most beautiful, natural, well-pre-
served places in the world.  

The resort’s twenty chalets rest on a high
riverbank, giving me spectacular views to
enjoy from the comfort of an enormous pri-
vate deck. The interior spaces themselves
are also huge, and include en suite bath-
rooms that have beautiful large bathtubs
and a separate shower. There is also an
outdoor shower for those looking to truly
connect with nature more deeply. Meals are
served in the resort’s restaurant, with a buf-
fet for breakfast and a five-course meal for
dinner. International cuisine is prepared to
perfection and complemented with an
extensive wine list. Lunch is served a la
carte. Outdoor seating is available, so I
enjoyed delicious, fresh meals with views of
the beautiful Bagani area serving as a
backdrop. 

The resort offers plenty of activities to all of
the different attractions close by. For
instance, one may take a tour of the
renowned Mahango Game Reserve to wit-
ness elephants, buffalo, lion and leopard
with little effort; there is also the lesser
known, but definitely noteworthy Buffalo
Game Park, where you can see hippo,
crocodiles, or some of the almost 400 bird
species native to the area. 

Hakusembe River Lodge 

Hakusembe River Lodge sits at the end of a
rugged gravel road, creating a mirage-like
vision of bucolic romanticism: A sprawling
green lawn is framed with a canopy of aca-
cia trees, with the lodge’s luxury thatched
chalets arranged around a sinewy, shim-
mering strip of the Kavango River. The
grounds have proved a perfect setting for a
romantic honeymoon getaway, but is also

ideal for families or even an unfor-
gettable stop over for your travels
throughout northern Namibia. 

The lodge features nine bungalows, all of
which are nestled serenely amongst the
grounds’ verdant trees. The balmy scent of
the pristine nature outside wafts into the
spacious area to create a haven of upmost
tranquility. Each come with an en suite
bathroom, stylish mosquito nets, and air
conditioning. There are options for twin,
triple, or family bungalows, the latter of
which boasts two double rooms, a loft with
two beds, and two bathrooms.

I frequented the floating deck, where I’d
unwind completely to the distant sound of
the villages across the river’s far bank, and
exotic birds winding through the acacia
trees. If the sun proves to strong, I’d take a
stroll through the luxuriant garden to reach
the lodge’s swimming pool. The facility also
offers cruises on their Hakusembe River
Queen, and is conveniently located next to
the Mbunza cultural village — a living
museum that gives fascinating insight into
the traditional, pre-colonial culture of the
Namibian area.

Windhoek Garden Guest House

Windhoek Garden Guest House was our
last stop, a restful break from my busy itin-
erary and located in the center of the cul-
tural and political capital of Namibia,
Windhoek.  There are a total of 28 gor-
geous rooms to choose from, decorated
with traditional Namibian art and rustic fur-
niture. Each is equipped with fast WiFi, air
conditioning and a private balcony or
veranda. 

Like me, you will fall in love with the nature,
people, and culture of Africa thanks to the
thorough work of Blue Crane’s excellent
guides, trained with the necessary skills to
provide intimate insight into the absolutely
breathtaking country of Namibia. 

www.namibiatourism.com.na

www.bluecranesafaris.com
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Modern glamour is the name of the game at the InterContinental New York
Times Square hotel. From the sculpture garden to tree-like columns to the
stunning ballroom  the hotel's allure is matched by that of its location. 

It was perfectly situated for us, smack dab in the centre of all the action and
standing tall in the heart of mid-town Manhattan. One block to Times Square
and minutes from the Broadway area, we could have a cocktail in The Stinger
Cocktail Bar and Kitchen before going for a night exploring the area`s dining
possibilities.

Every day we awoke to our exceptional view of the high rises, rivers and other
uniquely New York sights from our 32nd floor room. In the mornings, I highly
recommend to take full advantage of the great breakfast buffet with just
about anything you desire. Fill up, as days in the Big Apple means hours of
walking.

During the day, the InterContinental's location made it the perfect base of
"shoperations" as we could head out in any direction to find shopping options
for all our interests. Just out the door there is a Subway station ready to take
you to any corner of the island and beyond.

The friendly staff helped us out with learning about the theater scene and
when we were too tired from the day out and about, we could take advan-
tage of all the amenities that are made available at this luxurious hotel. With
Wi-Fi, cable, room service, a 24-hour fitness center and personalized in-room
beauty services, the list is long and full. Clean and quiet, our room was a
sanctuary from the often overwhelming New York.

In keeping with the times, the InterContinental is LEED certified with design
highlights that bring new meaning to deluxe.

www.intercontinental.com
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The 362-room Shangri-La Hotel, Yiwu
opened last year in the 52-story, mixed-use
Yiwu World Trade Centre, the tallest build-
ing in Zhejiang Province. The tower offers
commercial space, apartments and shop-
ping from its location in the city’s business
district, adjacent to Yiwu International
Commodity City. There are three restau-
rants on the premises, an outdoor terrace
for al fresco dining, over 40,000 square
meters of event space, and a grand ball-
room that can accommodate 1,000 guests
for banquets. The hotel also features
Shangri-La’s signature The Spa, and a
health club with an indoor swimming pool,
fitness center, Jacuzzi, sauna, and steam
room. Yiwu is considered a gateway for the
New Silk Road, as freight trains originating
here carry Chinese goods to Central Asia
and through to Europe. 

Shangri-La Hotel Opens in Yiwu

Marriott Introduces Fairfield Brand in China

Marriott International continues to broaden
its offerings across various price-points and
locations in China with the domestic intro-
duction of its economy-class Fairfield Inn
brand to Nanning in Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region. Fairfield by Marriott
Nanning Nanhu Park aims to offer simple,
dependable and comfortable lodgings in
its 206 rooms, with an indoor pool, a 24/7
market in the lobby for meals, and a 24/7
fitness center for working up an appetite. 

InterContinental New York Times Square
by Michae l  Morcos
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As part of the major renovations, every single
room has been given a makeover.  The lobby
will also be given a facelift while the check-in
desk will move to a pod format. A full service
Starbucks is in the works, along with an
expanded outdoor patio, an outdoor beer
garden and an extremely popular Topgolf
simulator, using real golf balls.

Boasting a prime Channelside location, this
waterfront hotel is tucked between the Tampa
Convention Center and the Amalie Arena.
The marina and the popular Riverwalk are
right outside your door – The Riverwalk being
a 2.4 mile   path connecting culture and
entertainment. I walked its distance several
times and noticed plenty of bikers and those
on Segways using the area as well.

We stayed in one of the magnificently newly
renovated luxury suites on the 22nd floor with
a connecting room.  

New elevators feature neat touch screen pads
to push what floor to go to.

The lobby bar offers cool cocktails and a
stunning view of the marina and waterfront.
Champions Bar and Grill showcases new
additions in its impressive collection of sports
memorabilia and décor, as well as offers the
biggest games on new flat-screen TVs. For a

There is no question about it. The
Tampa Marriott Waterside Hotel &
Marina, currently in the midst of an

impressive $40 million upgrade program,
represents an excellent choice for accommo-
dations.

Ideally located in the downtown area, the
hotel is only eight minutes from the airport.
This striking, 27-storey high-end property has
more than 700 non-smoking rooms and
suites that feature private balconies overlook-
ing Harbour Island, downtown and the hotel's
32-slip marina. All rooms include high-end
signature bedding, flat-screen TVs that can
connect with laptops and large, luxe bath-
rooms with the softest, fluffiest white towels
and sleek granite countertops.

High-speed in-room internet is available for
a daily service fee, and it is free in public
spaces. General amenities include a palm-
studded pool and groovy hot tub and a full-
service spa/gym on the third floor, a business
center and multiple newly renovated options
for wining/dining that include white table-
cloth fancy, sports bar casual, poolside grill
and a lobby-side Starbucks cafe. There's both
valet and self-parking, each for a daily rate.
At night you can enjoy live music, adding to
a very uplifting atmosphere. 

quiet meal, Café Waterside features new inti-
mate seating arrangements along with stun-
ning water views and a delicious menu.
Champions is about to be transformed into
an American Gastro Pub format,

While we did take advantage of the 24 hour
room service, one night we chose to stay at
the hotel and have dinner at the Waterside
Grill. Let me strongly recommend this as a
dining choice whether you are staying at the
hotel or not. The restaurant offers a relaxed
atmosphere and delicious American cuisine.
You can feast on fresh seafood, prime
steaks, expertly crafted cocktails and deca-
dent desserts.  They are open for breakfast,
lunch and dinner and you can dine inside or
on the terrace facing the Tampa waterfront.

www.tampamarriottwaterside.com

The Tampa Marriott Waterside Hotel & Marina
by Mike Cohen



Accommodations

Puntacana Resort & Club is the
Caribbean’s leading resort community on
the eastern shore of the Dominican
Republic. Tortuga Bay is member of the
Leading Hotels of the World and the only
AAA Five Diamond awarded hotel in the
Dominican Republic, offering understated
elegance, privacy and unparalleled per-
sonal service. Located at Playa Blanca is
The Westin Puntacana Resort & Club,
guest enjoys all of Westin’s signature
amenities and Don Queco Cigar Bar. Our
Four Points by Sheraton is situated at
Puntacana Village, few minutes away from
Punta Cana International Airport (PUJ).  

The Estates

Become a part of our magnificent para-
dise community with the purchase of a
vacation home in the elite The Estates at
Puntacana Resort & Club, where Julio
Iglesias, Mikhail Baryshnikov call home.
An exclusive lifestyle of relaxation, excite-
ment and understated elegance, prospec-
tive buyers can choose among elegant
homes perched above the Caribbean Sea
or overlooking scrupulously manicured
golf courses in Corales, Tortuga, Arrecife,
Hacienda, Hacienda del Mar and Marina.
Home and apartments are also available
at Puntacana Village.

Golf

With 45 holes of championship golf,
Puntacana Resort & Club is the
Caribbean’s premier golf & beach desti-
nation. The P.B. Dye designed La Cana
Golf Course, consisting of 27 holes across
Tortuga, Arrecife and Hacienda, was
declared the number one course in the
Caribbean by Golf Magazine. Designed
by Tom Fazio and set between rocky cliffs,
coral reefs and the expansive Caribbean
Sea, the Corales Golf Course features six
oceanfront holes, multiple lines of
approach and picturesque canyons, mak-
ing for an exhilarating experience. 

Activities & Spa

Puntacana Resort & Club offers a wide
range of adventures for guests of all ages
including golf, tennis, kite boarding, scuba
diving, horseback riding, fishing and
numerous excursions by sea, land and air.
The leading spa in the Caribbean, Six
Senses Spa at Puntacana Resort & Club
presents a range of innovative packages,
Signature treatments and Asian therapies.
Visit Galerías Puntacana to enjoy an
assortment of shops, restaurants, play-
ground, and our spirited nightlife. 

Dining

Puntacana Resort & Club is home to 6
world class eateries with an indigenously
delectable cuisine. Tucked inside Tortuga
Bay, the AAA Four Diamond awarded
Bamboo blends modern cuisine with
Mediterranean influences. Specializing in
local seafood, The AAA Three Diamond
Award La Yola is located at the Marina. At
La Cana Golf & Beach Club is The Grill,
an American style grill offering views of
the sea. The Westin Puntacana Resort &
Club provides a variety or restaurants and
bars from Ananí to Brassa Grill. Next door
is Playa Blanca, a beachfront tropical
restaurant. Our Dine Around Program
offers the best sampling of our finest culi-
nary experience. All restaurants offer com-
plimentary shuttle service within the resort.
More dining options are available at
Puntacana Village.

Corporate Social Responsibility

We believe that in development there
needs to be equilibrium among the eco-
nomic, environmental and social compo-
nents. Our non-profit Grupo Puntacana
Foundation serves both natural and social
resources, while contributing to the sus-
tainable development of our Dominican
Republic. These practices have been guid-
ing principles of our company, and along
with vision, hard work and perseverance,
the key to our success.

Punta Cana International airport 

Punta Cana International Airport (PUJ),
built, owned and operated by Grupo
Puntacana, the resort’s developers, and
located within Puntacana Resort & Club, is
just minutes away from check-in at any of
our hotels or private homes. Punta Cana
International Airport (PUJ) has direct serv-
ice from 98 different cities around the
world, making Punta Cana the most
accessible destination in the Caribbean.
Our VIP terminals service the needs of
guests flying in private aircrafts.

The Caribbean’s Premiere Golf 
& Beach Resort Community
www.puntacana.com

Advertorial
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When I relate to friends that my stay
at a former brothel began with a
‘Bloomer Remover’, they usually

sit up in anticipation of hearing bawdy
details.  I then have to explain that my night
at Bombay Peggy’s in Dawson City, Yukon,
was an experience filled with fun, humor,
luxury and comfort…and then my friends
want to know even more! 

The Inn, which offers “Victorian elegance in
the heart of Dawson City”, has a storied
past.  It was built in 1900 as a residence on
Dawson City’s Front Street, not far from the
Yukon River, and for the next 30 years, it
remained a residence and boarding house.
This all changed when Margaret Vera
Dorval, Peggy for short, purchased the
building in 1957.  She apparently shied
away from using the nickname that she
had inadvertently given to herself.  At one
time she recounted that when she was in
Shanghai during World War II, a boyfriend
would drop presents for her from the bomb

bay of the aircraft.  Hence her nickname,
Bombay Peggy.  And the thrust of her name
was intensified when she turned her prop-
erty into a brothel for several years.  

The current owners, Wendy Cairns and Kim
Bouzane, bought the building in 1997,
moved it across town, and opened it as a
luxury Inn.  At the opening ceremony,
Father Tim Coonan of St. Mary’s Catholic
Church gave a short talk and blessing that
included a joking reference to ‘men who
are sent to the dog house sometimes find
themselves in the cat house’.

The Pub at Bombay Peggy’s is probably the
closest guests will come to the other
“Bombay”.  Famous for its martinis, The
Pub serves up doses of Bombay Saphire
Gin with Dry Vermouth and olives in a deli-
cious ‘dirty’ Martini known as the Bloomer
Remover.  You can down it (or a number of
drinks with similarly evocative names) while
looking at the wall photos of employees
from the Inn’s notorious past.   

Near the Reception area of the Inn, the
Parlour sets the tone with its blue wallpaper,
oriental carpets, plush furniture and
antique tables and lamps. In the evening,
bottles of Port and Sherry are set out for
guests to help themselves to a ‘nightcap’.
It’s so elegant!   

I was asked to remove my shoes before
ascending the stairs, in order to protect the

A Night at Bombay Peggy’s
by Steve Gillick

carpets, and then it was only fitting that I
found myself staying in the Gold Room;
this, in a building that began life in hopes
that the Gold Rush would never end.

After opening the door I had one of those
‘wow’ moments:  a rich, warm colored
room with a plush Queen-size bed and
handsome antique furnishings. However,
the pièce de résistance lay in the wash-
room: a gorgeous and inviting slipper-
back, clawfoot bathtub. 

In the late evening, when the floorshow at
Diamond Tooth Gertie’s ended, I returned
to Bombay Peggy’s, poured myself a
Sherry, and sat in quiet comfort in the
Parlour, reflecting on the stories and leg-
ends that surround just about every place in
Dawson City.  Then it was off to the Gold
Room for a wonderful night’s sleep.        

www.bombaypeggys.com
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ed about 30km west of Lisbon, was
the summer stomping grounds of
royalty in the late 20th century.
Today the region is a favourite holiday des-
tination, known for its beaches, waterfront
and historical attractions, including numer-
ous royal residences and castles. 

Highlights of the resort: The 84-room prop-
erty has indoor and outdoor pools, play-
grounds, a luxurious spa and the best part
for families –a huge 730qm children’s
clubhouse.  And while the little ones are
occupied, there’s a smorgasbord of activi-
ties awaiting, but you’ll be forgiven if you
opt to just take advantage of the Finnisterra
Spa and their blissful saunas, steam room
and beauty treatments

Martinhal Sagres Beach Family Resort

What to do: The Algarve region in the south
of Portugal is justifiably celebrated for its
sunshine, nature and beaches. 

Highlights of the resort: Martinhal’s collec-
tion of luxurious accommodation are locat-
ed inside the national park of the same
name, so you don’t need to leave the resort
to enjoy the red sand cliffs and sweeping
ocean views this region is famous for. It’s
the only development allowed in the pro-
tected nature reserve, and so the secluded
beaches, hiking trails, bright starry nights
and plenty of space are all at your
doorstep. Amenities include indoor and
outdoor pools, large kids club and three
restaurants. Their seafood is sourced from
a nearby auction house, and is literally
fresh from the boat. Talented chefs prepare
it superbly, and you can enjoy it with a glass
of local wine and the ever-present glorious
view.  Organized kids’ programming and
family activities range from surfing and bik-
ing excursions to swimming and soccer
tournaments. 

Or you can pick a corner of this gorgeous
resort and sip a cappuccino with the foam
still on.

www.martinhal.com/sagres/en

“I want our mothers who are guests here to
have their cappuccinos with the foam still
on,” says Chitra Stern, owner of the
Martinhal Resorts in Portugal.

As a mother of four, she understands first-
hand that parents are used to having cold
coffees as they run after kids and keep
them entertained. Chitra and her husband,
Roman, dreamed of a place, where parents
could unwind and enjoy their family vaca-
tion. Unable to find what they envisioned,
they developed the concept of luxury fami-
ly hotel to satisfy both adults and children
at the highest standard.

They’ve succeeded. Their three properties
in Lisbon, Caiscais and Sagres are
designed so that families can experience all
of Portugal’s many charms in the most
relaxed manner possible. 

All of their properties house a Kids Club,
where dedicated caregivers offer a variety
of programming for children aged six
months to early teens. Dining rooms have

staffed kids’ seating area, but families can
opt to dine together; and the menus are
appealing to both foodies and fussy tod-
dlers.

Details both big and small ensure families
vacation are as carefree as possible, so
you’ll find built-in play areas to hang out in,
no corners on furniture to bang in to, spa
treatments for the whole family to indulge
in and fun activities for all. 

On a recent visit, I fell in love with both
Portugal and the Martinhal properties, and
I’m sure you will, too.

Martinhal Chiado Family Suites

What to do: Chiado is where you want to
be in Lisbon. Equal parts historic and hip,
its cobbled narrow streets are home to
squares with statues of poets, outdoor
patios, boutiques and many of the city’s
best attractions.

Highlights of the hotel:  Martinhal’s 37 art-
fully decorated and spacious family apart-
ment come equipped with a full kitchen,
laundry and the kid essentials you need
(high chairs, stools, potties etc.)  But what
many parents appreciate most about this
specific property is the Pajama Party the
Kids Club runs in the evening, so adults can
explore Chiado by night. 

Martinhal Cascais Family Hotel

What to do: This glam coastal town, situat-
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Imust admit, one of the reasons I’ve
avoided the RIU brand in the past is that
when I go that all-inclusive route, I typi-

cally prefer to go adult-only. So I was
delighted to hear that their Palace Paradise
Island oasis had recently been refurbished
and updated to a tune of some $25 million
to become a no longer family-friendly
abode, but an adult-only retreat.  And I
adore that Nassau region, so I was eager to
check it out last fall. And I was not disap-
pointed.

Located on a superb stretch of white sand
beach with gentle rolling aqua surf, the
high-rise tower of the newly reimagined RIU
is breath of fresh air. The ethereal lobby
entrance is awash with interesting and intri-
cate eclectic and electric art deco touches,
and the vibe is whimsical and inviting. The
old complex of meeting rooms has been
split into a double-duty entertainment area
divided into a trendy 24/7bar and a theater
for live entertainment. The old convention
center outside has also disappeared to

become a new pool to add to their seaside
water circuit and infinity pool bar area, and
the dining options have also been reimag-
ined. 

No reservations are necessary for dining
(though sometimes that might mean waits,)
for the on-site restaurants, which include
the main comprehensive buffet for break-
fast, lunch and dinner. There is also a hand-
ful of continental themed dining enclaves,
but the biggest surprise of all is the awe-
some “Chutney”-a seriously authentic East
Indian spot out to educate the masses on
the inherent and delicious delicacies of that
region. The food, décor and service is real-
ly out of this world. 

The close to 400 rooms all bear the signa-
ture royal purple and white décor, and the
full bottle dispensers of alcoholic spirits to
go with their complimentary mini-bars is a
common RIU signature perk as well. Free
resort-wide Wi-Fi and 24/7 room service
also add to the allure. There is also the on-

site “Renova” spa, (run separately,) and they
are within too easy walking distance of the
famous Atlantis Casino should you feel the
need to part with some of your holiday
funds, or feel lucky enough to leave with
more than you arrived with. On the eco-
front, I was happy to hear that they were
awarded the GOLD certification for the
Travelife Sustainability System. 

I thoroughly enjoyed my stay and would
highly recommend taking a few off-proper-
ty excursions to Nassau proper as well to
really experience this gem of a Bahamian
outpost.  Must-do or visit spots include the
famous straw market in downtown Nassau,
a snorkel trip out to some of the island’s
marine life filled reefs, and a guided tour at
fascinating Fort Charlotte which never saw
battle but left an important historic imprint
behind anyway. And of course you can pur-
chase a day pass to do all the activities at
Atlantis right next door as well. 

www.riubahamas.com
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Hotel RIU Palace Paradise Island
Now An Adult-Only Escape

by Susan Campbell
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Start with state-of-the-art kitchen with all
the things one could possibly need- and a
lot of things you never even knew you
needed- to entertain with at a massive din-
ing room table that could sit ten comfort-
ably. And though it’s a one-bedroom suite,
there are three- count them – three
Murphy beds cleverly hidden inside the
walls and a fold out couch for extra guests.
The sprawling deck could easily host a
party of ten as well, and your guests might
never want to leave once they discover it
also has a huge whirlpool tub overlooking
the sea. But if you need to escape the
crowd, you can always retire to your own
deep soaking whirlpool tub in the bath-
room. And the view? From both the living
room and the bedroom, you are treated to
aqua seas that seem to go on forever. You
get the picture. And the kicker is, mine was
not even the most luxurious suite in the
property! Some have multiple bedrooms
and their own outside dipping pools as
well!
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Ihave stayed at a lot of resorts around
Puerto Morales before but never actual-
ly got to the quirky little fishing town

near Playa del Carmen, so when I heard
that Grand Residences Rivera Cancun- just
a hop, skip and a jump away from it- was
introducing a new all-inclusive option, I
thought that would be my chance to explore
it. But the problem was, once I was at this
resort, I just didn’t want to leave!

This spot is known as a Grande Dame of
luxury in the region- after all it is a “Royal
Resort”, it crests a stellar little white sand
beach, with low rise complexes flanking a
heavenly infinity pool looking onto the sea
replete with a swim-up bar. It’s a family-
friendly resort but there’s also an adult-
only pool escape as well. But it was my
incredibly spacious suite that had all the
comforts of home- and more luxe ameni-
ties than most homes to be honest - that
really had me wanting to settle in for the
long term. I seriously could live there.

Stay & Play Stay & Play Stay & Play Stay & Pl

Though originally created as an EP hotel,
the new all-inclusive feature gives you
unlimited access to their two very fine din-
ing restaurants, massive breakfast buffets,
stand alone bars and high tea at their
classy balcony spot in the afternoon.
Whichever way you want to enjoy this
property, they will ensure you do so in
“Grand” style.

The service and ambiance throughout this
resort is old world luxury meets modern
day needs. It really does offer the best of
all possible worlds on one of Mexico’s
most glorious outposts.  

And as for Puerto Morales?  Yes. It’s so
worth a trip into town to explore, it’s
quaint and charming and while there, do
take a fabulous snorkel or dive trip from
their pier - the surrounding protected reefs
are chock full of marine life. 

www.grandresidencesbyroyalresorts.com

Grand Residences Riviera Cancun
by Susan Campbell

Receive the “Royal” treatment
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On a recent trip to Panama City,
Panama we were guests of IHG,
the Intercontinental Hotels Group

that manages the Holiday Inn Express,
Crowne Plaza and InterContinental brands.  

Accommodation-satisfaction differs from
person to person but most travelers will
agree on the importance of the 4 C’s: con-
venience, comfort, customer service and
cost. The Holiday Inn Express Panama
Distrito Financiero, scored high points in all
the categories.

‘Convenience’ is often defined in terms of
‘location’ and how easy it is to access the
hotel by walking, driving or taxi. The Holiday
Inn Express, about a 40 minute drive from
Tocumen International Airport is on a quiet
side street. There are small markets, stores,
restaurants, banks with ATM machines, and
even a Felipe Motta Wine store, all within a
5-15 minute walk from the hotel. A taxi ride
to Casco Viejo, the old city, takes 10 minutes
or less and all the yellow taxi drivers knew
where the hotel was located.

‘Comfort’ relates to lifestyle, safety, the first
impression upon reaching the hotel, and
then the actual room amenities (bed, sheets,
pillows, towels, television, fridge, desk, and
in this day and age, Wifi accessibility).  My
King room was quite large room with lots of
natural light, a proper desk and chair, reli-
able Wifi, and a bed that I have to admit
was really comfortable. Accommodation at
the Holiday Inn Express includes a pretty
good breakfast buffet of scrambled eggs,
toast, rolls, breakfast meats, cheeses, fresh
fruit, yogurt, cereal, juices, coffee and tea.

‘Customer Service” is a reflection of the
hotel’s attitude toward the clientele, and I
found the front desk staff at the Holiday Inn
Express to be friendly and helpful through-
out my five night stay. When I noted that
there was no refrigerator in my room, they
said they would bring one, and literally a
few minutes later a staff member was at my
door with both arms wrapped around a
mini-fridge. I had the pleasure of speaking
with the very personable General Manager,
Miguel Legarda, who spoke about the
hotel’s 196 rooms, including 8 accessible
rooms, and then showed us the roof top
pool (great views) and the Gym. 

And while ‘cost’ is a consideration for many
travelers, it really boils down to the per-
ceived ‘value’ of the experience. If the hotel
is able to satisfy the client’s needs (conve-
nience, comfort, customer service) then the
value of the stay speaks for itself.  

Holiday, in Panama 
by Steve Gillick

The InterContinental Miramar Panama is a
more upscale property located on Avenida
Balboa, the main thoroughfare/parkway
that connects new Panama with Casco Viejo.
The view of Panama Bay and the neighbor-
ing, skycraping, residential towers are very
impressive, as are the comfy rooms, the
cocktail lounge and food in the dining
room.  

The Crowne Plaza Panama is steps away
from La Iglesia del Carmen, a beautiful
Gothic-style Church that in turn, is steps
away from the Metro (subway), and there-
fore quite easy to access.

However, we spent our last night at the
Crowne Plaza Panama Airport, (10 minutes
from the airport by hotel shuttle).  The food
at the hotel restaurant exceeded expecta-
tions, and on the flight home, I carried
pleasant memories of my last lunch: grilled
octopus, steamed veggies and an ice cold
Balboa beer.

www.ihg.com
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stand-alone complimentary Kid’s Club and
playground is also a bonus; parents will
love that their children are having a blast
while they can relax seaside nearby in a
quieter zone. 

The Dining

Holiday Inn Resort Aruba also has a new
all-inclusive option and their onsite food
and beverage service is first-rate. We espe-
cially enjoyed dining alfresco at Seabreeze,
and lunching at snacking at their three
other spots, but the piece de resistance is
the new incarnation of their upscale indoor
Italian eatery called Da Vinci Ristorante.
The new menu of authentic Italian with a
creative twist and the seriously comprehen-
sive wine room is worth a visit all on its
own- even if you’re not staying at the hotel.
This property is truly an elevated stay com-
pared to what one might assume to be a
standard Holiday Inn experience, and I
can’t wait to return.

www.holidayarubaresort.com

An Elevated Stay 

I must admit, in all my years covering
Aruba, I’d never really had the desire to
stay at the Holiday Inn Resort on Palm
Beach there. Nothing against the brand,
they are excellent for mid-level stays, and
typically deliver what they promise-no non-
sense clean and economical accommoda-
tions for business, groups and especially
for families since kids always stay and play
free. But each time I passed by their broad
beach and stellar water circuit looking out
in the sea I became more intrigued. They
arguably have the very best swimming spot
on that famous stretch of sand; the water is
calm and the view from the pools is com-
pletely unfettered. I also began to notice
many renovations to the property taking
place over time, so finally, curiosity got the
best of me and I checked in last summer.
And I liked it so much, that I stayed there
again in the winter! In fact, it has now
become one of my favorite Aruba hotels.
Here’s why…

The Views 

Though the hotel is massive- some 600
rooms- the majority of them are in the low
rise-section- six stories high- however, they
also have a stand alone high-rise “Sea
Tower”. I recommend booking an ocean
front room in the low-rise complexes or any
room above the third floor in the sea tower
for amazing views over those aqua waters.
And the tropical sunsets over the waves we
enjoyed each evening were out of this
world. Truly postcard material.

The Zones

The design of this place is genius; guaran-
teed to suit the mood and style of every
kind of traveller. The “Peace & Harmony”
zone is awash with hammocks and large
living room style palapas for quiet escape
from the fray and it’s also where they hold
their yoga and palates classes. It’s an ideal
spot to get your “ohm” on. The “Action &
Play” area is the nexus of entertainment
around their large multi-level water circuit
with kid-friendly zero entry areas, waterfalls
and whirlpools. It’s also a few steps right to
the sea without anything impeding your
entrance to the water. Then there’s the
“Chill & Mingle” zone centered on their
more adult-centric pool by the sea tower
with private deluxe cabana rentals avail-
able. They also offer daily complimentary
chair massages poolside provided by their
on-site spa. There is also beach wait serv-
ice at their seafront palapas and they are
also steps from the Seabreeze bar. Their
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cinating and beautiful, especially the intri-
cately designed trains worn by the kings and
queens of the carnival.

“It’s all about the art,” said Homer McClure,
one of the city’s dressmakers who creates
these elaborate robes. “And it’s just magical
to watch the parades,” continued McClure,
explaining how each of the mystic societies
build new floats each year. “Unlike New
Orleans who use the same floats,” he
added, unable to resist a dig.

So besides Mardi Gras, what else do these
Gulf Coast cities have in common, you ask?

Love of good food is the answer.

Upon arrival in Mobile, I went out to grab
some lunch at a food truck parked close to
our hotel. Knowing that I’d be eating a lot of
food in the next few days, I decided to order
a salad. The ‘salad’ turned out to be taco

New Orleans has a cousin, and her
name is Mobile. She’s cool and
quirky, artsy but down-to-earth,

and has a love of fun times and good food
that is true to her French roots.

Located 150 miles east of New Orleans on
Alabama’s Gulf Coast, Mobile (pronounced
Mo-beel and not like a type of phone) has a
shared history with the Big Easy. French-
Canadian brothers established both
colonies, and Mobile was the capital of
French Louisiana in 1702 and part of New
France for over 60 years.

Despite a (mostly) friendly rivalry, the cousin
cities have a lot in common, first and fore-
most:

Mardi Gras

“Throw me something, mister!” is the call
heard on streets during the two weeks lead-

ing up to Ash Wednesday as revellers line the
streets to watch the floats pass by and catch
some goodies. (MoonPies are the treat of
choice, but more about that later.) And while
New Orleans may appear to have a monop-
oly on the parades, bead throwing and wild
antics, the celebration, in fact, started in
Mobile in 1703. The festival continues to
play an important role in the city’s cultural
heritage and is just a whole lot of fun.

“But not in a girls gone wild kind of way,”
explained Cartledge W. Blackwell, curator at
the Mobile Carnival Museum. “It embraces
all generations and is a family event.”
Though Blackwell does acknowledge that
alcohol is consumed in large amounts.

To understand the significance of Mardi Gras
in Mobile, and grasp the scope of prepara-
tion required for this annual event, be sure to
visit the museum. The artistry and customs
surrounding the two-week festivities are fas-
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Where to Stay: Renaissance Mobile
Riverview Plaza Hotel features an
unbeatable downtown location, scenic
views, comfortable beds and a wide rage of
amenities, including free Wi-Fi, fitness center
and an outdoor pool.

What to do: Be sure to take the time to visit
the 5 Rivers Delta Center, which is located on
the Mobile-Tensaw River delta, the second
largest river delta system in the continental
United States and less than a  10-minute
drive from downtown. At the interpretive cen-
tre, you can see frogs, turtles and alligators,
and learn about this impressive eco-system
that’s been called the “Amazon of the US”
because of the diversity of its wildlife. Even
better is seeing it in the wild, which we did
when kayaking the Bartram Canoe Trail.
Great Blue Heron, jumping fish (which we
found out are named mullets, like the bad
hair cut) and alligators were just some of the
creatures we spotted on this fascinating and
fun excursion with Wild Native – 5 Rivers
Delta Safaris.

Other worthwhile attractions include the
Bellingrath Gardens and Homes, History
Museum of Mobile and Mobile Museum of
Art.

And more places to eat: 

Nominated for a James Beard Award for
best new restaurant, Southern National
prides itself on the modern approach to clas-
sic Southern dishes and craft cocktails.

You know the minute that you walk into the
Callaghan’s Irish Social Club that these walls
have seen some good times. Its cheeseburg-
ers are also on the infamous 100 Dishes to
Eat in Alabama Before You Die.

And finally, you can’t leave Mobile without a
stop to the Wintzell’s Oyster House.
Opened since 1932, they are famous for
their oysters served “fried, stewed or nude,”
and they also dish up regional favourites,
like gumbo, crab cakes, craw fish, bread
pudding and fried green tomatoes. 

www.mobile.org

shells with a pound of smoked brisket and
maybe a half a dozen spinach leaves tossed
in. Not quite the dish I had in mind, but it
was absolutely delicious as was almost every
bite I had in Mobile for the next few days.
Here were the gastronomic highlights:

Dauphin’s

Famous for its coastal cuisine with a creole
twist and scenic view of the Mobile River,
Dauphin’s is an upscale dining experience
that highlights the best the region has to
offer. We feasted on classics like the West
Indies salad, which consists of crabmeat
soaked in oil and vinegar.

“It’s really simple, but it’s really good,” said
Mobilian Tara Zieman. She was right.

“And you’re in Alabama, so you have to try
the fried green tomatoes.” 

So we did, and they were divine, served with
Gulf shrimp in remoulade sauce.  Also
notable was the Mobile Bay stew (which
blends together local meats and fresh
seafood), pecan encrusted fish and the
gumbo z’herb. Leslie’s Passion, a table-side
flambé of berries and Grand Marnier was a
flamboyant and sweet ending to a meal to
remember.

Spot of Tea

With a name like this, you might imagine a
tearoom with fancy china that serves crum-
pets, but this is far from the case. Spot of Tea
is an institution in Mobile, and is known for
its hearty breakfasts, award-winning soups
and the best chicken salad in town. Their sig-
nature dish, Eggs Cathedral, is listed on the
100 Dishes to Eat in Alabama Before You
Die. And it does indeed seem deadly with its
crab cakes, topped with scrambled eggs,
smothered in seafood sauce completely hid-
ing the English muffin it all sits upon.

“Our most common comment from cus-
tomers who order it is it was great, but now
we need a nap!” said Chrissi Moore, gener-
al manager of the family-run restaurant. 

Housed in an historic landmark building, the
popular eatery has contributed to the revital-

ization of Mobile’s downtown core.

“We’ve grown with it, and they’ve grown with
us,” said Moore, who takes pride in the role
her family has played in the transformation.

LoDa District

The stretch of Lower Dauphin Street, where
Spot of Tea is located, is now hip and hap-
pening, lined with cafés, shops and eateries,
ideal for browsing and munching.

“It’s hard to come down this street and not
eat,” said our guide on the Gulf Coast Ducks
tour, and he started rhyming off his favourite
haunts: Moe’s BBQ, roasted peanuts at A&M
Peanut Company, MoonPie burgers at
Roosters…

Hold on. What was that? Yes, I did say
MoonPies.

In case you don’t know (and I certainly didn’t
before my visit) MoonPies are a packaged
dessert, consisting of marshmallows, wafers
and chocolate (incidentally, they were pack-
aged in Canada, Australia and the UK as
Wagon Wheels).

MoonPies are a big deal here. Mobilians go
through four million of them a year and are
the official tester of this confection. Three
million are thrown to revellers during Mardi
Gras; and on New Year’s Eve, a giant
MoonPie is lowered as part of the festivities.

To be honest, it’s not my favourite treat, but
the next dessert the guide mentioned defi-
nitely caught my attention.

Beignets

At Panini Pete’s, these classic French fritters
are served with lemons to create a glaze;
and according to many folks, they surpass
those in New Orleans. Unfortunately, I didn’t
get the chance to try them on this trip, but it
gives me a good reason to return to this Gulf
city with its rich history, beautiful nature and
quirky charm. And perhaps if I have a little
extra time, I’ll squeeze in a visit to her cousin
in Louisiana, too.
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Serendipity in Japan’s Northlands
Article  and photography by Steve Gil l ick
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F
ollow an Ox to Zenkoji!
This sage advice is
explained by a legendary

Japanese fable.  We stood before the main
hall of the 7th Century Zenkoji Temple in
the city of Nagano as our guide related the
story of the old, faithless woman who lived
in a small village nearby.  Despite the urg-
ings of her neighbors, she refused to join
them to pray at Zenkoji Temple.  One day
while she was doing her laundry in the
stream, an Ox wandered by, ensnared one
of the woman’s cloths on its horns, and ran
away with it.  The infuriated woman chased
the Ox, and eventually followed it into the
main hall of Zenkoji Temple.  Inside, her
cloth was hanging on the statue of Kannon,
the Goddess of Mercy.  The run had tired
her out and as it was already late in the
day,  the woman lay down to sleep. That
night, the Buddha appeared in her dreams.
Thereafter the woman devoted her life to
repentance, and at the end of her life she
was allowed to enter Paradise.   

The proverb about following an Ox to
Zenkoji, advises that experiencing the
unexpected can lead to something good.
Many travelers would recognize this as
‘serendipity’; something that turns a mun-
dane travel experience into an exciting and
memorable adventure, and Japan’s
Northlands are certainly a prime example.

The Northlands, translated as ‘Hokuriku’,
embrace the north shore of Honshu,
Japan’s largest and most visited island.
While millions of travelers visit Tokyo and
Yokohama on Honshu’s south shore each
year, only a fraction venture off the tradi-
tional tourist path. With Japan Rail’s new
Hokuriku Arch Pass it’s easier now for trav-
elers to hop on the train and discover
amazing sights, memorable cuisine, wel-
coming people and unique experiences.  

The “Arch” is really a semi-circle of fasci-
nating places that lie north of Tokyo and
one can start exploring as quickly as one
hour away in Gunma Prefecture with a visit
to Takasaki.   As soon as you leave the train
station you see the huge statue of Kannon,
the same Goddess of Mercy as in the
Zenkoji proverb, standing 41.8 meters high
(137 feet) on a hill overlooking the city.
The views from the base and inside the stat-
ue are picturesque-impressive.

Not too far away, hundreds of Daruma
dolls rest in large bins on either side of the
300 year old Daruma Temple.  The dolls
depict the face of Bodidharma, the monk
who founded Zen Buddhism around the
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beginning of the 6th century. When a doll is
purchased from the gift shop, one of the
monks will chant a blessing and then draw
a dot in the blank space where the left eye
would normally appear.  The owners are
instructed to draw a circle around the left
pupil when they arrive home, and then
make a wish.  After one year, if the wish is
fulfilled, they can draw in the right eye to
acknowledge that the Daruma doll can
now “see”.

Nearby, Jun-ichi Nakata, who has been
painting Daruma dolls for most of his life,
runs a workshop where visitors learn to
paint the doll’s eyebrows, that are really
two cranes facing each other (representing
1000 years of life),  as well as the mus-
tache, which is really two  turtles (represent-
ing 10,000 years of life).  When Nakata-
san is not painting Daruma dolls, he cele-
brates life through his love of driving race
cars!

Of course inspiration comes in all shapes
and sizes.  Just outside of Itoigawa City, a
bright red bridge connects the mainland to
Benten-iwa, a rock island, on which a
shrine is dedicated to Benzaiten, the God of
Safety Navigation and also one of the
Seven Gods of Good Fortune. Volcanic
activity in the ancient Fossa Magna Sea
formed this small island but on a larger
scale, it created the Islands of Japan, the
Japanese Alps, and the country’s rich fish-
ing reefs. The Fossa Magna Museum in
Itoigawa City has excellent displays and
videos to explain these geographical won-
ders.  

And the bounties of the sea are no more
evident than at Kaniya Yokocho, or ‘Crab
Market Street’ in the village of Nou.  The
seafood shops showcase hundreds of
Benizuwai (Red Snow) Crabs in tantalizing
displays.  The vendors offer tastes of uber-
fresh crab leg to would-be customers to
savour. Our guide led us to a sunny, grassy
area behind the market by the Sea of
Japan and, ignoring the hungry stares of
the sun-bathing Cormorants, she held up a
piece of crab and announced ‘you each get
two’.  We assumed this meant two crab
legs. But then we were each handed two
whole (large) crabs and a can of Kirin beer
and, with a wish of “Itadakimas” (good
appetite), we experienced taste bud heav-
en!

Not to be outdone, we added more golden
moments of taste the next day in
Kanazawa.  We  wandered around the
Higashi Chaya District, which was the city’s
entertainment area in the 19th century.
Passing by the teahouses where geisha

74 would entertain clients with singing, danc-
ing and drinking games, our guide took us
to Hakuichi, a shop that literally means
“Number One (Gold) Leaf” where we were
treated to an ice cream cone covered in
gold!  The gold leaf was about 1/10,000 of
a millimeter thick.  It didn’t really affect the
taste of the $10.00 US ice cream, but the
idea of eating gold is great for selfies,
social media posts and King Midus
wannabes.

Food for thought is one thing but our trav-
els also provided for some mindful oppor-
tunities. Just outside of Ono City at the
Hokyoji or ‘Good Treasure’ Temple, we
were invited to participate in a Zazen
Workshop.  One of the monks explained
the proper sitting, walking and hand posi-
tions involved in Zen meditation and then
instructed, “Just as the clouds drift in the sky
let your thoughts drift away…empty your
mind”. Let’s just say that my mind was fix-
ated on the gold ice cream I had the day
before, so I, for one, need a bit more prac-
tice.  

However later that day we had another
opportunity to relax our minds. In Echizen,
we visited the Okamoto Otaki Shrine. Five
villages in the area have been making
paper since the 6th century and the nearby
Shrine provides a home for the paper god-
dess, Kawakamigozen, when she is not in
her abode in the mountain clouds. The
Shrine is an architectural wonder with an
elaborate roof that hides protective drag-
ons and shishi, fierce lion dogs, in the
ancient wooden beams below, while the
side panels of the shrine depict legends,
intricately carved into the wood.  

Discovery and serendipity often go hand-
in-hand and our travels in Hokuriku just
touched some of the surprises that,
depending on time to explore, could also
include the market and museums in
Takayama, the ‘praying hands’ houses in
Shirakawago, the Snow Monkeys at
Jigokudani, and the fascinating journey
along the Alpine Route that passes under
Mt. Tateyama, one of Japan’s three sacred
mountains.

In Hokuriku you walk down one path and
find a temple or shrine; you walk down
another and are overcome by beautiful
attractions; and you embark on a third
path to discover fun and engagement with
local people and local foods. 

Follow an Ox to Zenkoji… and just look at
some of the results you can experience! 

http://hokuriku-arch-pass.com/en/
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